
Case 2:18-cv-00295 Document 2 Filed 07/18/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 185 

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10) 

TO: 

JR I 9 2019 

Mail Stop 8 
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

REPORT ON THE 
FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN 
ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR 

• TRADEMARK 

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been 

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division on the following 

Trademarks or Rf Patents. (❑ the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.): 

DOCKET NO. 
TBD 

DATE FILED 
7/18/2018 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division 

PLAINTIFF 
SAS Institute Inc. 

DEFENDANT 
World Programming Limited, MineQuest Business 
Analytics, LLC, MineQuest LLC, Angoss Software Corp., 
Luminex Software, Inc., Yum! Brands, Inc., Shaw 
Industries Group, Inc., and Hitachi Vantara Corp. 

PATENT OR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

DATE OF PATENT 
OR TRADEMARK 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

1 7,170,519 1/30/2007 SAS Institute Inc. 

2 7,447,686 11/4/2008 SAS Institute Inc. 

3 8,498,996 7/30/2013 SAS Institute Inc. 

4 

5 

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included: 

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY 
■ Amendment ■ Answer . ■ Cross Bill ❑ Other Pleading 

PATENT OR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

DATE OF PATENT 
OR TRADEMARK 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has beers rendered or judgement issued: 

DECISION/JUDGEMENT 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE 

Copy 1—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director ,Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director 
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy 
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Case 2:18-cv-00290-JRG Document 3 Filed 07/13/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 40 

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10) 

TO: 
Mail Stop 8 

Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

REPORT ON THE 
FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN 
ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR 

TRADEMARK 

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been 

filed in the U.S. District Court Eastern District of Texas 

1=1 Trademarks or Il Patents. ( 0 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.): 

on the following 

DOCKET NO. 
2:18-cv-00290 

DATE FILED 
7/13/2018 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
Eastern District of Texas 

PLAINTIFF 

Uniloc USA, Inc.; Uniloc Luxembourg S.A. and Uniloc 
2017, LLC 

DEFENDANT 

Amazon.com, Inc.; Amazon Web Services, Inc.; Amazon 
Digital Services, LLC.; Amazon Digital Services, Inc.; and 
Amazon Fulfillment Services, Inc. 

PATENT OR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

DATE OF PATENT 
OR TRADEMARK 

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

1 8,724,622 5/13/2014 Uniloc Luxembourg S.A. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included: 

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY 
M Amendment 0 Answer M Cross Bill • Other Pleading 

PATENT OR 
TRADEMARK NO. 

DATE OF PATENT 
OR TRADEMARK 

IIOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued: 

DECISION/JUDGEMENT 

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE 

Copy 1—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director 
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case Tile copy 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

: 7,447,686 B2 
: 10/303106 
: November 4, 2008 
: Levine 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

In column 10, line 43, delete "textualization:" and insert -- textualization; 

Signed and Sealed this 

Twenty-fourth Day of February, 2009 

JOHN DOLL 
Acting Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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PATENT 
Attorney Docket No.: 343355600054 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Levine 

Serial No.: 10/303,106 

Filed: November 22, 2002 

For: 

Patent No.: 7,447,686 

Issued: November 4, 2008 

Computer-Implemented System And Method For Handling Database 
Statements 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

NOTIFICATION OF ERROR IN PRINTING PATENT 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION REQUESTED 

UNDER 37 CFR § 1.323 

In proofreading the above-referenced patent, it has been noted that the 

following error occurred in the printing thereof. A Certificate of Correction is therefore 

requested. (See enclosed Certificate of Correction) 

Page 1 of 2 
CLI-1683140v1 
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No fees are deemed to be due in connection with the issuance of the 

Certificate of Correction as all errors are printing errors of the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office. In the event, however, that fees are due, please charge any fees 

required by this request to Jones Day's Deposit Account No. 501432, reference 

343355600054. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John iernacki 
Registr. ion No. 40,511 
Jones y 
North P int 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
(216) 586-7747 

Date: Oo 1 

CLI-1683140v1 
Page 2 of 2 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 
(Also Form PTO-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

Page  1  of  1 
PATENT NO. : 7,447,686 

APPLICATION NO.: 10/303,106 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

November 4, 2008 

Levine 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 
In column 10, line 43, delete "textualization:" and insert -- textualization; 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 
John V-. Biernacki 
Jones Day 

North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2. 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 4612518 

Application Number: 10303106 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 2037 

Title of Invention: 
COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING 
DATABASE STATEMENTS 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: FrederickJ. Levine 

Correspondence Address: 

John V. Biernacki 

Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 

North Point 

901 Lakeside Avenue 

Cleveland OH 44114 

US 2165863939 

Filer: Stephen D. Scanlon/John V. Biernacki 

Filer Authorized By: Stephen D. Scanlon 

Attorney Docket Number: 343355600054 

Receipt Date: 14-JAN-2009 

Filing Date: 22-NOV-2002 

Time Stamp: 15:48:55 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment no 

File Listing: 
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Document 
Number 

Document Description File Name 
File Size(Bytes)/ 
Message Digest 

Multi 
Part /.zip 

Pages 
(if appl.) 

69847 
1 Request for Certificate of Correction DOC254.pdf no 3 

5bcd125937db6f1c1801668881763749baa 
89611 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes): 69847 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STA 1ES PA1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

10/303,106 

7590 

John V. Biernacki 
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

11/04/2008 

10/15/2008 

7447686 343355600054 2037 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment is 921 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will 
include an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information 
Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the 
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee 
payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 
(571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

Frederick J. Levine, Durham, NC; 

IR103 (Rev. 11/05) 
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 

or Fax (571)-273-2885 
INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) 

7590 06/30/2008 

John V. Biernacki 
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

10/303,106 11/22/2002 Frederick J. Levine 343355600054 
TITLE OF INVENTION: COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING DATABASE STATEMENTS 

2037 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1440 $300 

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS 

BETIT, JACOB F 2164 707-100000 

$0 $1740 09/30/2008 

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 
Jones Day 

CI Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 
(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 

2 

PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 3 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

SAS Institute Inc. Cary, North Carolina 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual Ei Corporation or other private group entity D Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 
0 Issue Fee 

Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 
❑ Advance Order - # of Copies 

4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 
0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached. a The Director is hereby authorized to charge the,rez6recl fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Numbeido U 1 Z  (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 
0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2). 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication 
interest as shown by the records of 

Authorized Signature 

Typed or printed name  John

(if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in 
United States PatoRt and Trademark Office. 

V. Biernacki 

Date September 30, 2008 

Registration No.  40,511 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the qOmpleted application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/6r suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 
Under the Paperwork Reduction, Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 10303106 

Filing Date: 22-Nov-2002 

Title of Invention: 
COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING 
DATABASE STATEMENTS 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: FrederickJ. Levine 

Filer: Stephen D. Scanlon/John V. Biernacki 

Attorney Docket Number: 343355600054 

Filed as Large Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Utility Appl issue fee 1501 1 1440 1440 

Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal 1504 1 300 300 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 1740 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 4029831 

Application Number: 10303106 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 2037 

Title of Invention: 
COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING 
DATABASE STATEMENTS 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: FrederickJ. Levine 

Correspondence Address: 

John V. Biernacki 

Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 

North Point 

901 Lakeside Avenue 

Cleveland OH 44114 

US 2165863939 

Filer: Stephen D. Scanlon/John V. Biernacki 

Filer Authorized By: Stephen D. Scanlon 

Attorney Docket Number: 343355600054 

Receipt Date: 30-SEP-2008 

Filing Date: 22-NOV-2002 

Time Stamp: 11:07:22 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1740 
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RAM confirmation Number 629 

Deposit Account 501432 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing: 

Document 
Number 

Document Description File Name 
File Size(Bytes)/ 
Message Digest 

Multi 
Part /.zip 

Pages 
(if appl.) 

1 Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) D00084.pdf 
96246 

no 1 
56328135b1ac1a3e543156986d451c3e26d1 

3815 

Warnings: 

Information: 

2 Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) fee-info.pdf 
31959 

no 2 
f2cf5d5fe359612eb4ebfd80519c97f6b0810 

e15 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes): 128205 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt 
characterized by the applicant, and including page 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 

on the noted date by the USPTO 
counts, where applicable. 

includes the necessary components 
1.54) will be issued in due 
date of the application. 

35 U.S.C. 371 

of the indicated documents, 
It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 

for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
course and the date shown on this 

is compliant with the conditions of 35 
acceptance of the application as a 

Filing Receipt, in due course. 

includes the necessary components for 
of the International Application Number 

subject to prescriptions concerning 
establish the international filing date of 

If a new application is being filed and the application 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing 

National Stage of an International Application under 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will 
the application. 
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1111 II 1111 11111 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND MADEMARK OFFICE 

111111011 
Bib Data Sheet 

1111101 111111111111111111 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.usptos0V 

CONFIRMATION NO. 2037 

SERIAL NUMBER 
10/303,106 

FILING OR 371(c) 
DATE 

11/22/2002 

RULE 

CLASS 
707 

GROUP ART UNIT 
2164 

ATTORNEY 
DOCKET NO. 
343355600054 

APPLICANTS 
Frederick J. Levine, Durham, NC; 

** CONTINUING DATA ***********"*"*"****** 

** FOREIGN APPLICATIONS ******************** 

IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED 
** 01/08/2003 

Foreign Priority claimed CI yesX 
35 USC 119 (a d) conditions 0 yes no ❑Met after 
met Allowa ce 
Verified and 

STATE OR 
COUNTRY 

NC 

SHEETS 
DRAWING 

19 

TOTAL 
CLAIMS 

62 

INDEPENDENT 
CLAIMS 

7 
Acknowledged Examiner's Signature Initials 

ADDRESS 
John V. Biernacki 
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, OH44114 

TITLE 

COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING DATABASE STATEMENTS 

FILING FEE 
RECEIVED 

2232 

FEES: Authority has been given in Paper 
No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT 

0 All Fees 

LI 1.16 Fees ( Filing ) 

1:1 1.17 Fees ( Processing Ext. of 
time ) 

No. for following: 0 1.18 Fees ( Issue ) 

LI Other 

Li Credit 
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14

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

7590 

John V. Biernacki 
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

inia 22313-1450 
AP.I0ex..Bodx 16.,5Ovirg

www.usplo.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

06/30/2008 
EXAMINER 

BETIT, JACOB F 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2164 

DATE MAILED: 06/30/2008 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

10/303,106 11/22/2002 Frederick J. Levine 343355600054 

TITLE OF INVENTION: COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HANDLING DATABASE STATEMENTS 

2037 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1440 $300 $0 $1740 09/30/2008 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) 
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
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Paper No./Mail Date 
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Application/Control Number: 
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Art Unit: 2164 

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT 

Page 2 

1. An extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) is required in order to make an examiner's 

amendment which places this application in condition for allowance. During a telephone 

conversation conducted on 11 January 2008, John V. Biernacki requested an extension of time 

for 3 MONTH(S) and authorized the Director to charge Deposit Account No. 501432 the 

required fee of $1020 for this extension and authorized the following examiner's amendment. 

Should the changes and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as 

provided by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be 

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee. 

2. The application has been amended as follows: 

Please replace the listing of claims with the following: • 

1. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a database 

statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the first 

database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database 

system's query language format; 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database 

functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database 

functional statement difference from the first database system's query language format; 
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generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use that is 

used  within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based 

upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference 

data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used within 

the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system is used in 

generating the second database statement 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-generation 

language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces 

contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-generation 

database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first method to 

textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software object's 

associated logical piece that is contained in the tree., 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into fourth-

generation database language text; 
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wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a logical piece 

into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the second database 

system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a logical 

piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third database 

system's query language format:, 

switching association of the first component software object from the first method 

to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation database 

language text that is compatible with the second database system's query language format and 

that is not compatible with the first database system's query language format. 

2. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database statement 

functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format and that is incompatible with the first database 

system's query language format 

wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes representative of 

the SQL syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second database statement. 

3. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein object-oriented 

techniques are used to access the database functional language difference data. 
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4. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques contain 

SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of an SQL 

statement. 

5. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical piece. 

6. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier logical 

piece. 

7. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object 

defaults to a default native SQL textualization method for use in when  generating the second 

database statement. 

8. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL component 

object comprises an override to account for functional differences between the first and second 

database systems' query language formats. 

9. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects 

comprise a phrase component object. 

10. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an identifier component object. 

11. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects 

comprise an expression component object. 
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12. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a parent component object. 

13. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and the second database system's 

query language format; and 

generating the .second database statement based upon the identified common 

query language parts. 

14. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common based 

upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language format 

is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

functional language difference data facilitates the generation of the second database statement by 

specifying common language parts between the first and second database system's language 

formats. 

17. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common based 

upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 
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18. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language format 

is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a different 

type of database system than the first database system. 

20. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 wherein generating  the second 

database statement provides the ability to manipulates data within the second database system 

from the first database system. 

21. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating automatically the second 

database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the second 

database system from the first database system. 

22. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second 

database statement is provided to the second database system fer-eieeutiewand executed  by the 

second database system. 

23. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database statement is 

in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable by the second database 

system. 

24. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first and 

second database systems' query language formats. 
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25. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems' 

query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

26. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second 

database systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized fourth-generation 

structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

28. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second 

database systems' query language formats specify different formats for a preselected query-

related function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in the first database system's 

query language format to perform the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the database 

functional difference data So as to be and is  formatted in the second database system's query 

language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable within the 

second database system so as to perform and performs the query-related function within the 

second database system. 
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30. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree is an SQL tree 

that is used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree contains data that 

represents the syntax of the first database statement. 

31. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata related to 

the first database statement. 

32. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is parsed into

logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree. 

33. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement takes into 

account any second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 further comprising the step 

of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database system, 

wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the third database 

statement is compatible with the third database system's query language format. 

35. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 34 further comprising the step 

of: 

generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database system, 

wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 
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upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the 

fourth database statement is compatible with the fourth database system's query language 

format. 

36. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems are 

relational database management systems. 

37. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises a data 

mining application. 

38. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system comprises a 

relational database management system. 

39. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises a 

relational database management system. 

40. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system comprises a 

data mining application. 

41. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises an 

enterprise resource planning system. 

42. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system comprises an 

enterprise resource planning system. 
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43. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems' 

query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, and delete 

database commands. 

44. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, 

the computer software comprising program code for carrying carrying  out a method according to 

claim 1. 

45-64 (CANCELLED) 

65. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 64 1 wherein the first software driver's 

details of textualization into a different fourth-generation database language is hidden within the 

first software driver. 

66. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 64 1 wherein the switching of the 

association includes switching pointing of the first method to the second method for the first 

software driver. 

67. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 64 1 wherein the plurality of component 

software objects includes a phrase component software object, an identifier component software 

object, and an expression component software object. 
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68. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 67 wherein the phrase component 

software object handles textualization of database phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of entities 

referenced in a database; 

wherein the expression component software object handles textualization of expressions. 

69. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 68 wherein the phrase component 

software object handles textualization of database WHERE phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of column names 

referenced in a database. 

70. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 69 wherein the first database statement 

contains an expression which contains a phrase which contains an identifier; 

wherein the expression component software object processing the expression contained in 

the first database statement; 

wherein the expression c.omponnt software object invokes the phrase component 

software object in order to process that processes  the phrase contained in the first database 

statement; 

wherein the phrase component software object invokes the identifier component software 

object in order to process that processes  the identifier contained in the first database statement. 
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3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Jacob F. Bait whose telephone number is (571) 272-4075. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Charles Rones can be reached on (571) 272-4085. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

ifb 
11 Jan 2008 

NEV.E.EN ABEL-JALIL 

PRIMARY EXAMINER 
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CLAIMS 

1. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 

language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-

generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical 

pieces contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating 

fourth-generation database language text; 
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wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text. the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into 

fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format, 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format; 

switching association of the first component software object from the first 

method to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

2. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

statement functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is 
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compatible with the second database system's query language format and that is 

incompatible with the first database system's query language format 

wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes 

representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second 

database statement. 

3. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim I wherein object-

oriented techniques are used to access the database functional language difference data. 

4. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

5. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

6. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

7. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object defaults 

to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement. 

8. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL 

component object comprises an override to account for functional differences between 

the first and second database systems' query language formats. 
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9. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a phrase component object. 

10. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise an identifier component object. 

11. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an expression component object. 

12. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise a parent component object. 

13. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and the second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts. 

14. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the 

database functional language difference data facilitates the generation of the second 
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database statement by specifying common language parts between the first and second 

database system's language fat mats. 

17. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

18. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a 

different type of database system than the first database system. 

20. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating the second database 

statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system from 

the first database system. 

21. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the 

second database system from the first database system. 

22. {ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second database 

system. 

23. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is in a foimat such that the second database statement is directly executable by 

the second database system. 
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24. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first 

and second database systems' query language formats. 

25. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query 

language format. 

26. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language foil iats are based upon a standardized fourth-

generation structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

28. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language formats specify different formats for a 

preselected query-related function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in 

the first database system's query language format to perform the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

database functional difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's 

query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable 
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within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within the 

second database system. 

30. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree is an 

SQL tree that is used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree 

contains data that represents the syntax of the first database statement. 

31. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata 

related to the first database statement. 

32. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree. 

33. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement 

takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim I further comprising 

the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the third database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

35. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 34 further comprising 

the step of: 
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generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database 

system, wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the fourth database statement is compatible with the fourth database system's query 

language format. 

36. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim I wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems. 

37. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a data mining application. 

38. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system. 

39. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a relational database management system. 

40. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

41. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

an enterprise resource planning system. 

42. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 
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43. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, 

and delete database commands. 

44. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 1. 

45. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor for handling a first database fourth-generation language query that is formatted 

in a first query fonnat and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data store to store tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and 

metadata of the first database fourth-generation language query; 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first database 

fourth-generation language query; 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one 

query functional language difference from the first query foiinat, wherein the query 

functional language difference is a query syntax difference; and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-

structured data and the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a 

database specific query based upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, 

wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first query 

format so that the database specific query may be executed by a different type of database 

system 
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wherein the textualization module generates fourth generation database 

language text:, 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree: 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

wherein the textualization module includes a plurality of software drivers 

to textualize logical pieces into fourth-generation database language texts 

wherein the textualization module includes a plurality of software drivers 

to textualize logical pieces into fourth-generation database language text: 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format: 

a processor for switching association of the first component software 

object from the first method to the second method for fourth-generation database 

language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 
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language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

46. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second 

database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-

generation language database statement; 
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using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical 

pieces contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating 

fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into 

fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format; 

switching association of the first component software object from the first 

method to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 
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47. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 46 wherein the language parts are determined 

to be common based upon a predetermined standardized query language founat. 

48. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 47 wherein the standardized query language 

fonnat is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

49. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language 

parts that are common between the first database system's query language format and a 

second database system's query language format; and 

means for generating a second database fourth-generation language 

statement for use within the second database system, wherein the second database 

statement is generated based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein 

the generated second database statement is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement; 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-

generation language database statement., 
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means for using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the

logical pieces contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes 

generating fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

means for using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces 

into fourth-generation database language text: 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format; 

means for switching association of the first component software object 

from the first method to the second method for fourth-generation database language 

textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 
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language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

50. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is fogy matted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program 

call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data 

contained in a second database system; and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, 

wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon 

the program call textualization specific data, 

wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible with 

the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-

generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical 

pieces contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating 

fourth-generation database language text; 
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wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into 

fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language foiniat; 

switching association of the first component software object from the first 

method to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization, 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language foi mat. 

51. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the program call textualization 

specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the first 

database statement. 
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52. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the program call textualization specific data. 

53. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 52 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

54. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

55. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

56. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the first database system's query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

57. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 
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the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query 

language foriiiat. 

58. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

folinat; and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

59. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 50. 

60. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the 

steps of: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is foil tatted 

according to the first database system's query language foitilat; 
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means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the 

program call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access 

data contained in a second database system; and 

means for generating a program call for use within the second database 

system, wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the program call textualization specific data, 

wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible with 

the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call for use within the second database system; 

wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from the first fourth-

generation language database statement; 

means for using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the 

logical pieces contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes 

generating fourth-generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical 

piece contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

means for using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces 

into fourth-generation database language text:, 
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wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format., 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a 

logical piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language foimati 

means for switching association of the first component software object 

from the first method to the second method for fourth-generation database language 

textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

61- 64 (CANCELLED) 

65. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 64 1 wherein the first software 

driver's details of textualization into a different fourth-generation database language is 

hidden within the first software driver. 
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66. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 64 I wherein the switching of 

the association includes switching pointing of the first method to the second method for 

the first software driver. 

67. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 64 1 wherein the plurality of 

component software objects includes a phrase component software object, an identifier 

component software object, and an expression component software object. 

68. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 67 wherein the phrase 

component software object handles textualization of database phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of entities 

referenced in a database; 

wherein the expression component software object handles textualization of 

expressions. 

69. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 68 wherein the phrase 

component software object handles textualization of database WHERE phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of 

column names referenced in a database. 

70. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 69 wherein the first database 

statement contains an expression which contains a phrase which contains an identifier; 
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wherein the expression component software object processing the expression 

contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the expression component software object invokes the phrase component 

software object in order to process the phrase contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the phrase component software object invokes the identifier component 

software object in order to process the identifier contained in the first database statement. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-70 are pending in the application. Claims 1, 45, 46, 49, 50, 60 and 61 

are independent claims. Claims 1-63 stand rejected by the examiner. Claims 64-70 have 

been noted as allowable if rewritten so as not to depend from a rejected base claim. 

Claims 61-64 are cancelled by this amendment. Assignee traverses the instant claim 

rejections. 

Regarding independent claim 1, although assignee disagrees with examiner's 35 

U.S.C. § 103(a) rejection of claim 1 based upon Bodamer and Chow and reserves the 

right to further argue this in the future through a continuation application, in order to 

expedite prosecution, assignee has elected to incorporate the entirety of allowable claim 

64 into the body of claim I. It is respectfully submitted that in light of this amendment, 

claim 1 is now in condition for allowance, and it is respectfully requested that the 35 

U.S.C. § 103(a) rejection of independent claim I be withdrawn. 

Similar amendments have been made to independent claims 45, 46, 49, 50, and 

60. In light of these amendments, it is respectfully submitted that these claims are 

allowable for similar reasoning as offered for claim I. Therefore, it is respectfully 

requested that the rejection of these independent claims under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) be 

withdrawn. 

Applicant at this time has not submitted any arguments in support of the 

patentability of the dependent claims. It is believed that independent claims 1, 45, 49, 50, 

and 60 are now in condition for allowance such that all of the dependent claims which 

depend either directly or indirectly therefrom are also in condition for allowance. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, assignee respectfully submits that the pending claims 

are allowable. Therefore, the examiner is respectfully requested to pass this case to issue. 

Respectfi 

By: 

mute 

John T. Biernacki 
Reg o. 40,511 
JO S DAY 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
(216) 586-3939 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 2 

Art Unit: 2164 

DETAILED ACTION . 

Remarks 

1. In response to communications filed on 12 April 2007, claims 45, 49, 60, and 62 have 

been amended and claims 63-70 have been added per the applicant's request. Claims 1-70 are 

presently pending in the application. 

Claim Objections 

2. Claim 62 objected to under 37.CFR 1.75(c), as being of improper dependent form for 

failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Applicant is required to cancel the 

claim(s), or amend the claim(s) to place the claim(s) in proper dependent form, or rewrite the 

claim(s) in independent form. "A claim in dependent form shall be construed to incorporate by 

reference all the limitations of the claim to which it refers" (see 35 U.S.C. §112 fourth 

paragraph).. Because claim 62 specifies for an "switch" that could eliminate steps from claim 61 

it does not incorporate all the limitations of 61 under all circumstances. Claim 62 makes 

optional (on condition of a switch) steps that were required in claim 61. The step "generating a 

second database fourth-generation language statement for use within a second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database functional difference data " is a required step in claim 61. It is 

improper for claim 62 to contain a switch that can eliminate this step. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 
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3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

4. Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-63 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow et al. (U.S. patent No. 

6,941,298 B2). 

As to claim 1, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database language 

difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 

37); and 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use within a 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first 

database statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format (see column 8, line 38-67); 
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Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 2, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the database statement 

functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format and that is incompatible with the first database 

system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 

37) 

wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes representative of the SQL 

syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second database statement (see Chow et al., 

column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 3, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the database functional language difference data (see Bodamer et al., column 5, 

lines 7-54). 
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As to claim 4, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of 

an SQL statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 5, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein a logical piece is a phrase 

logical piece (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 6, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 7, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein an SQL component object 

defaults to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 8, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein an SQL component object comprises an 

override to account for functional differences between the first and second database systems' 

query language formats (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67) 

As to claim 9, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise s phrase component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 
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As to claim 10, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise an identifier component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 11, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise an expression component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 12, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise a parent component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 13, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and the second database system's 

query language format; and generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 14, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the language parts are 

common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 15, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the standardized query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 16, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the database functional 

language difference data facilitates the generation of the second database statement by specifying 

common language parts between the first and second database system's language formats (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 17, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the language parts are 

common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 18, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the standardized query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 19, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system is 

a different type of database system than the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 18-67). 

As to claim 20, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein generating the second 

database statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system 

from the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 4, line 40 through column 5, line 20). 
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As to claim 21, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the second 

database system from the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-46). 

As to claim 22, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the generated second 

database statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second 

database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-46). 

As to claim 23, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the generated second 

database statement is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable 

by the second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 24, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database 

statement is a functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between 

the first and second database systems' query language formats (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 9-17). 

As to claim 25, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query language 

format (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 26, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized [feurt11-generatien] structured 

query language (SQL) version (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 27, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 25-30). 

As to claim 28, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 30-35). 

As to claim 29, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats specify different formats for a preselected query-related 

function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in the first database system's query 

language format to perform the query-related function, wherein the second database statement is 

generated based upon the database functional difference data so as to be formatted in the second 

database system's query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is 

executable within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within 

the second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 
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As to claim 30, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the tree is an SQL tree that is 

used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree contains data that 

represents the syntax of the first database statement (see Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and 

see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 31, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the SQL tree contains 

metadata related to the first database statement (see Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and see 

column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 32, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree (see see Chow et al., column 3, 

lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 33, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database 

statement takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax (see 

Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 34, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database system, wherein the 

third database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the third database statement is 
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compatible with the third database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

4, line 59 through column 5, line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 35, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database system, wherein 

the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the fourth database statement is 

compatible with the fourth database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

4, line 59 through column 5, line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 36, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems (see Bodamer et al., column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 39, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system 

comprises a relational database management system (see Bodamer et al., column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 38, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 10-46). 

As to claim 43, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, and 

delete database commands (see Bodamer et al., column 16, line 64 through column 17, line 3). 
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As to claim 44, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches computer software stored on a 

computer readable media, the computer software comprising program code (see Bodamer et al., 

column 3, line 65 through column 4, line 38) for carrying out a method according to claim 1 (for 

the rejection of the limitations of claim 1, the applicant is directed to the rejection of claim 1 

above). 

As to claim 45, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor, for handling a first database fourth-generation language query that is formatted in a 

first query format and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one query functional 

language difference from the first query format, wherein the query functional language 

difference is a query syntax difference (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to data and the data structure, 

wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query based on data and the 

query specific data, wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first 

query format so that the database specific query may be executed by a different type of database 

system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

Bodamer et al. does not teach 

a. a data store to store tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and metadata of 

the first database fourth-generation language query; 
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b. a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-structured data and 

the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query based 

upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data. 

Chow et al. teaches a. and b., see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 46, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and a second database system's query 

language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a second forth generation lanuage database statement for use within the 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67). 
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Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 47 and 48, see the rejection of claim 14 and 15 respectively. 

As to claim 49, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database fourth generation language statement from the first 

database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database 

system's query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second database 

system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a second database fourth-generation language statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based 

upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second database 
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statement is compatible with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, 

lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 50, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein the 

program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 
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textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the program call. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 51, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the program call 

textualization specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the 

first database statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 18-35). 

As to claims 52, 53, 54, and 55; see the rejections of claims 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 

As to claim 56, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system's 

query language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version 

(see Bodamer et al., column 4, lines 40-58). 

As to claim 57, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 
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accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database functional 

language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database functional 

statement difference from the first database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the second database 

statement is compatible with the second database system's query language format (see Bodamer 

et al., column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 58, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database functional 

language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database functional 

statement difference from the first database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database system, wherein 

the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the third database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

8, lines 38-67 and see figure 2A, reference number 300). 

As to claim 59, see the rejection of claim 44 above. 
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As to claim 60, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps 

of: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the first 

database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database 

system's query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein 

the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of the metadata associated with the first 

database system is used in generating the program call for use within the second database 

system. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 
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Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 61, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the first database 

statement; using the obtained first query metadata to access database language difference data, 

wherein the database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least 

one database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); 

generating a second database fourth-generation language statement for use within a 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first 

database statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

receiving another, database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

additional database statement from the first database system is formatted according to the first 

database system's query language format (see figure 2A, reference number 300 and see column 

4, lines 40-58); 
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parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata of the 

additional database statement; using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a 

third database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data contained in the third 

database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 62, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

using an object-oriented component for generating database access instructions to the 

second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 5, lines 7-20); 

determining whether to use a switch, wherein the switch indicates for the object-oriented 

component to use the accessed database functional language difference data to generate a 

program call to the second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 5, line 63 through. 

column 6, line 15); and 
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issuing the program call to the second database system to access data contained in the 

second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-67), 

wherein if the switch did not exist, then the object-oriented component textualizes a 

database statement based upon the first query metadata and which is executable within the 

second database system (this limitation is optionally recited and does not properly depend from 

61 because it acts as though to exclude limitations of that claim). 

As to claim 63, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the tree contains logical 

pieces parsed from the first fourth-generation language database statement (see Chow et al., 

column 6, line 65 through column 7, line 14); 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces contained 

in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating forth-generation database 

language text (see Chow et al., column 5, line 54 through column 6, line 34); 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; wherein the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software 

object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree (see Chow et al., column 6, line 65 

through column 7, line 14). 

5. Claims 37, 40-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344) in view Chow et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,941,298 B2) 
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as applied to claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-63 above and in further view of the applicant's admitted 

prior art (see MPEP 2144.04 C.). 

As to claim 37, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the first database 

system comprises a data mining application. 

The applicant has admitted that that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill 

in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. 

As to claim 40, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the second database 

system comprises a data mining application. 

The applicant has admitted that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. • 

As to claim 41, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the first database 

system comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 

The applicant has admitted that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 
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As to claim 42, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the second database 

system comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 

The applicant has admitted that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 

Allowable Subject Matter 

6. Claims 64-70 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would 

be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim 

and any intervening claims. 

Response to Arguments 

7. Applicant's arguments filed 6 July 2007 have been fully considered but they are not 

persuasive. 

In response to the applicant's arguments that the cited passage does not teach "generating 

a second fourth-generation language database statement...", the arguments have been 

considered, but are not deemed persuasive. Although the cited section does disclose translating 

the statement to adapt for difference in schema, the cited section also discloses translating the 

statement between different overall language formats. "In an example of a data dictionary 

translation from and Oracle server to a Sybase server, the heterogeneous services modules 211 
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and 311' convert the client statement..." See column 9, lines 47-49. It is clear from column 7, 

lines <> where it states "an SQL statement translated by SQL services module 210b can be an 

argument for the Oracle-specific call `opiosq,' which is then mapped onto the generic API 212 as 

`parse'. Although Bodamer does not go into great detail about the translations, Bodamer does 

discuss four different kinds of translations including ones that read on the translations discussed 

in the applicant's claim 1 and those that the applicant characterizes being the only ones Bodamer 

discusses. The applicant has been improperly ignoring three of the translations that are discussed 

in the Bodamer reference and focusing on the fourth in both the remarks and in the interviews 

that were given. 

In response to the applicant's arguments that "Bodamer is lacking in any disclosure 

regarding the use of SQL language functional differences being specified and used to translate 

from a first database statement into a second database statement", the arguments have been 

considered, but are not deemed persuasive. The applicant is directed to the second type of 

translation. This appears in column 7, lines 43-67. 

A second type of translation relates to SQL statements, which are highly structured. 
Hence, although a SQL statement in the format of the local server 202 may not be 
acceptable to the foreign database system 208, the structured nature of a SQL statement 
enable s the heterogeneous services module 311 to convert the SQL statement of the local 
server 202 to a format of the foreign database system 208... a generic function such as 
"parse" for a certain SQL statement can be passed to the foreign database system 208 
using the modules 311 in the local server 202 by translating the SQL statement from the 
native ... format to the format of the foreign database system... For example, an SQL 
statement translated by the SQL services module 210b can be an argument of the Oracle-
specific call "opiosq," which is then mapped onto the generic API 212 as "parse." ... The 
driver 214 then can map the generic function onto the foreign database system API while 
including the translated SQL statement as the argument. 
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The applicant is further referred to column 9: "[O]ne agent 300a may interact with a Sybase 

database system, and another agent 300b may interact with an Informix database system, ect. 

Each agent includes the foundation services 204' and a conversion module 211." Also in column 

11 lines 6-10: "The SQL translations (SQL x) services model 224b provides SQL translation 

information on how to transform SQL functions in the local server202 onto the functions of the 

target systems208 for the SQL services module 210b and the stored procedures module 210c". 

Conclusion 

8. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this 

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). 

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO 

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after 

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period. 

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, 

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this 

final action. 
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9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Jacob F. Befit whose telephone number is (571) 272-4075. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Charles Rones can be reached on (571) 272-4085. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

6 Jul 2007 

SAM RIMELL 
PRIMARY EXAMINER 
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CLAIMS 

1. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 

language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

2. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

statement functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format and that is 

incompatible with the first database system's query language format 
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wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes 

representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second 

database statement. 

3. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein object-

oriented techniques are used to access the database functional language difference data. 

4. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

5. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

6. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

7. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object defaults 

to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement. 

8. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL 

component object comprises an override to account for functional differences between 

the first and second database systems' query language formats. 

9. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a phrase component object. 
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10. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise an identifier component object. 

11. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an expression component object. 

12. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise a parent component object. 

13. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and the second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts. 

14. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the 

database functional language difference data facilitates the generation of the second 

database statement by specifying common language parts between the first and second 

database system's language formats. 
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17. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

18. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a 

different type of database system than the first database system. 

20. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating the second database 

statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system from 

the first database system. 

21. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the 

second database system from the first database system. 

22. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second database 

system. 

23. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable by 

the second database system. 
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24. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first 

and second database systems' query language formats. 

25. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query 

language format. 

26. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized fourth-

generation structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

28. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language formats specify different formats for a 

preselected query-related function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in 

the first database system's query language format to perform the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

database functional difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's 

query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable 
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within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within the 

second database system. 

30. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree is an 

SQL tree that is used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree 

contains data that represents the syntax of the first database statement. 

31. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata 

related to the first database statement. 

32. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree. 

33. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement 

takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 further comprising 

the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the third database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

35. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 34 further comprising 

the step of: 
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generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database 

system, wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the fourth database statement is compatible with the fourth database system's query 

language format. 

36. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems. 

37. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a data mining application. 

38. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system. 

39. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a relational database management system. 

40. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

41. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

an enterprise resource planning system. 

42. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 
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43. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, 

and delete database commands. 

44. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 1. 

45. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a first database fourth-generation language query that is formatted 

in a first query format and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data store to store tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and 

metadata of the first database fourth-generation language query; 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one 

query functional language difference from the first query format, wherein the query 

functional language difference is a query syntax difference; and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-

structured data and the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a 

database specific query based upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, 

wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first query 

format so that the database specific query may be executed by a different type of database 

system. 
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46. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for 

handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second 

database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

47. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 46 wherein the language parts are determined 

to be common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

48. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 47 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 
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49. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language 

parts that are common between the first database system's query language format and a 

second database system's query language format; and 

means for generating a second database fourth-generation language 

statement for use within the second database system, wherein the second database 

statement is generated based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein 

the generated second database statement is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 
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50. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program 

call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data 

contained in a second database system; and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, 

wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon 

the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a 

format that is compatible with the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call. 

51. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the program call textualization 

specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the first 

database statement. 

52. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the program call textualization specific data. 
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53. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 52 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

54. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

55. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

56. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the first database system's query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

57. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format. 
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58. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

59. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 50. 

60. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the 

steps of: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the 

program call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access 

data contained in a second database system; and 
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means for generating a program call for use within the second database 

system, wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the 

program call textualization specific data, wherein the generated program 

call is in a format that is compatible with the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call for use within the second database system. 

61. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the 

first database statement; 

using the obtained first query metadata to access database functional 

language difference data, wherein the database functional language difference data 

indicates a format that contains at least one database functional statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format; 

generating a second database fourth-generation language statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 
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language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

receiving another database statement from the first database system, 

wherein the additional database statement from the first database system is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata 

of the additional database statement; 

using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a third 

database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system; and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data 

contained in the third database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

62. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 61 further comprising the 

steps of: 

using an object-oriented component means for generating database access 

instructions to the second database system; 

determining whether to use an overridea switch, wherein the eveffide 

switch  indicates for the object-oriented component means-to use the accessed database 
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functional language difference data  first query metadata to generate a program call to the 

second database system; and 

issuing the program call to the second database system to access data 

contained in the second database system, 

wherein if the te e-switch  did not exist, then the object-oriented 

component means textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata 

and which is executable within the second database system. 
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63. (NEW) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from 

the first fourth-generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces 

contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first method to 

textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software 

object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree. 
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64. (NEW) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from 

the first fourth-generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces 

contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first method to 

textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software 

object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a logical piece 

into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the second database 

system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a logical 

piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format; 

switching association of the first component software object from the first 

method to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 
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language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

65. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the first software driver's details of 

textualization into a different fourth-generation database language is hidden within the 

first software driver. 

66. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the switching of the association includes 

switching pointing of the first method to the second method for the first software driver. 

67. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the plurality of component software objects 

includes a phrase component software object, an identifier component software object, 

and an expression component software object. 

68. (NEW) The method of claim 67 wherein the phrase component software object 

handles textualization of database phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of entities 

referenced in a database; 

wherein the expression component software object handles textualization of 

expressions. 

69. (NEW) The method of claim 68 wherein the phrase component software object 

handles textualization of database WHERE phrases; 
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wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of 

column names referenced in a database. 

70. (NEW) The method of claim 69 wherein the first database statement contains an 

expression which contains a phrase which contains an identifier; 

wherein the expression component software object processing the expression 

contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the expression component software object invokes the phrase component 

software object in order to process the phrase contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the phrase component software object invokes the identifier component 

software object in order to process the identifier contained in the first database statement. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-62 are pending in the application. Claims 1, 45, 46, 49, 50, 60 and 61 

are independent claims. Claims 63-70 have been added. Claim 62 is objected to. Claims 

1-62 stand rejected by the examiner. Assignee traverses the instant claim rejections and 

objections. 

Examiner's Interview 

Assignee's representative would like to thank Examiner Betit and his Supervisor 

for the courtesies extended to assignee's representatives, Timothy Wilson, Gary Kuhn, 

Fred Levine, and John Biemacki, during the telephone interview on November 29, 2006. 

The interview discussed the cited reference Bodamer et al. (USPN 6,041,344) in view of 

claim 1. More specifically, the interview discussed Bodamer with respect to the office 

action's statements regarding "generating a second database statement..." step of claim 1. 

The interview discussed the term "Fourth-Generation language" as used within claim 1 

and that SQL is an example of a Fourth-Generation language. The interview also 

discussed the cited reference Chow et al. (USPN 6,941,298). The remarks and the 

amendments contained herein summarize the interview. 

Claim Objections 

Claim 62 was objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c) as being of improper dependent 

form for failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Assignee 

respectfully disagrees with the objection, but has amended claim 62 to remove reference 

to an override and instead recite determining whether to use a switch. Because of the 
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amendment to dependent claim 62, assignee respectfully requests that the objection to 

claim 62 be removed and that this application proceed to issuance. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 112 

Claims 1-62 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter 

which applicant regards as the invention. More specifically, the office action maintained 

that the term "fourth-generation language" is not disclose anywhere in the specification. 

Assignee respectfully traverses this rejection. As discussed in the interview, a non-

limiting example of a fourth-generation language is SQL which is discussed in the 

specification. Accordingly, assignee respectively submits that this rejection has been 

traversed and this case should proceed to issuance. 

Claims 45, 49, 60 and 62 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, 

as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject 

matter which applicant regards as the invention. More specifically, the office action 

maintained with respect to claims 45, 49, and 60 that these claims recite the limitation 

"[a] computer-implemented system" in their preambles. The office action maintained 

that it was not clear how the "system" differs from the computer, and if it differs from the 

computer it is not clear how one would differentiate between the computer and the 

system; and it is also not clear how the system would be implemented into the computer 

and not become a functional part of it. Assignee respectfully disagrees with the instant 

rejection, but to expedite prosecution of this application, assignee has amended claims 

45, 49, and 60 based upon a suggestion made by the examiner during the interview. 
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Accordingly, assignee respectfully submits that these claims are in a condition for 

allowance and the application proceed to issuance. 

With respect to claim 62, the office action maintained that the word "means" is 

preceded by the words "object-oriented component" in an attempt to use a "means" clause 

to recite a claim element as a means for performing a specified function, and since no 

function is specified by the word(s) preceding "means," it is impossible to determine the 

equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph. Assignee 

respectfully disagrees, but in order to expedite prosecution of this case, assignee has 

removed the word "means" from claim 62. Accordingly, assignee respectful submits that 

this claim is in a condition for allowance and the application should proceed to issuance. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC §§ 102 and 103 

Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 stand rejection under 35 USC § 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Bodamer et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow et al. 

(U.S. Patent No. 6,941,298). Claims 37, 40-42 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

as being unpatentable over Bodamer et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow 

et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,941,298) and in further view of the examiner's official notice. 

Assignee traverses these rejections. 

Claim 1 is directed to a computer-implemented method for handling a first 

database statement from a first database system. The database statement is a fourth-

generation language database statement formatted according to a language format used 

by the first database system. Database language difference data is accessed so that a 

second fourth-generation language database statement may be generated which is 
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operational within a different type of database system. As part of the process in 

converting the first fourth-generation language database statement to the second fourth-

generation language database statement, a tree (that is representative of the syntax of the 

database language used within the first database system and of the metadata associated 

with the first database system) is used in generating the second fourth-generation 

language database statement. 

The Bodamer reference does not disclose the limitations of claim 1. Bodamer 

appears to devote most of its disclosure to translations other than the database statement 

conversion that is the subject matter of claim 1, such as to a data dictionary translation. 

For example, the office action uses an excerpt from Bodamer (i.e., column 8, lines 38-67 

of Bodamer) as the basis for anticipating the "generating a second fourth-generation 

language database statement ..." step of claim 1. However this passage from Bodamer is 

unrelated to a database statement conversion and instead is related to a different type of 

translation (i.e., the fourth type of translation discussed in Bodamer, namely the data 

dictionary translation). 

This fourth type of translation is directed to handling database schema differences 

that might occur between two databases. This is significantly different than the database 

statement translation that is being performed in claim 1. Claim 1 looks at functional 

database language differences in order to generate a second database functional database 

statement. In contrast, the data dictionary translation of Bodamer examines two different 

databases' schemata to determine schemata differences — that is, a data dictionary 

translation is performed in Bodamer because a "foreign database system 208, however, 

may include similar metadata that is organized differently"; see Bodamer at column 8, 
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lines 21-23.). As recognized by Bodamer itself (in establishing four categories of 

translations; see Bodamer at column 7, lines 18-20), performing database functional 

statement translation is different than performing data dictionary schemata translations. 

The assignee respectfully requests that the examiner cite to a passage within Bodamer 

that is discussing database statement translation and not to the other different types of 

translations. Because Bodamer does not disclose the limitations of claim 1, claim 1 

cannot be anticipated by Bodamer and thus claim 1 is allowable. 

Claim 1 also recites the use of database functional language difference data in 

order to generate the second SQL database statement. Claim 1's use of functional 

language differences to generate the second SQL database statement is advantageous, 

such as if there are only a few functional language differences between the first and 

second SQL environments, then only a few functional language differences have to be 

specified in order for the translation to occur. It is noted that Bodamer is lacking in any 

disclosure regarding the use of SQL language functional differences being specified and 

used to translate from a first database statement into a second database statement. 

The other independent claims are allowable for similar reasons. For example, the 

office action uses passages from Bodamer that are discussing data dictionary translations 

and not the translations recited in these claims. Accordingly, Bodamer cannot anticipate 

these claims, and they should proceed to issuance. 

Because the independent claims are allowable, the dependent claims are allowable 

as well and should proceed to issuance. More specifically with respect to claims 37, 40-

42 which stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Bodamer et 

al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,941,298) and in 
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further view of the examiner's official notice, these claims (which depend from claim 1) 

are allowable, inter alia, at least for the reason that claim 1 is allowable. Accordingly, 

assignee respectfully submits that claims 37, 40-42 are allowable and should proceed to 

issuance. 

Assignee has added claims 63-70 that depend directly or indirectly from claim 1. 

Assignee respectfully submits that none of the cited references disclose the limitations of 

these claims. For example, claim 63 recites that the tree contains logical pieces parsed 

from the first fourth-generation language database statement, and a plurality of 

component software objects are used to textualize the logical pieces contained in the tree, 

wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-generation database 

language text. A first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree, and the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree. Because claim 63 

contains additional patentable subject matter, claim 63 is allowable should proceed to 

issuance. 

[Continued on next page] 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Assignee respectfully submits that the pending claims 

are allowable. Therefore, the examiner is respectfully requested to pass this case to issue. 

Respect ubmitted, 

By: 
Jo . Biernacki 
Re? No. No. 40,511 
J t ES DAY 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
(216) 586-3939 
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Notice of Non-Compliant 
Amendment (37 CFR 1.121) 

Application No. 
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Examiner 

Jacob F. Betit 

Art Unit 

2164 
-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

The amendment document filed on 18 December 2006 is considered non-compliant because it has failed to meet the 
requirements of 37 CFR 1.121 or 1.4. In order for the amendment document to be compliant, correction of the following 
item(s) is required. 

THE FOLLOWING MARKED (X) ITEM(S) CAUSE THE AMENDMENT DOCUMENT TO BE NON-COMPLIANT: 
1=1 1. Amendments to the specification: 

1:1 A. Amended paragraph(s) do not include markings. 
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❑ B. The practice of submitting proposed drawing correction has been eliminated. Replacement drawings 
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I=1 4. Amendments to the claims: 
El A. A complete listing of all of the claims is not present. 
EI B. The listing of claims does not include the text of all pending claims (including withdrawn claims) 
❑ C. Each claim has not been provided with the proper status identifier, and as such, the individual status 

of each claim cannot be identified. Note: the status of every claim must be indicated after its claim 
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(including a submission fora request for continued examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114), a supplemental 
amendment filed within a suspension period under 37 CFR 1.103(a) or (c), and an amendment filed in response to a 
Quayle action. If any of above boxes 1. to 4. are checked, the correction required is only the corrected section of the 
non-compliant amendment in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. 

Extensions of time are available under 37 CFR 1.136(a) only if the non-compliant amendment is a non-final 
amendment or an amendment filed in response to a Quayle action. 

Failure to timely respond to this notice will result in: 
Abandonment of the application if the non-compliant amendment is a non-final amendment or an a endment 
filed in response to a Quayle action; or 
Non-entry of the amendment if the non-compliant amendment is a preliminary amendment ental 
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patentable over any applied references. 
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Identification of prior art discussed: Bodamer et al. (US Pat. No. 6,041,344) and Chow et al. (US Pat. No. 6,941,298 
82). 
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Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was 
reached, or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet. 
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 10/303,106 

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an 
agreement was reached, or any other comments: 

The examiner stated that the 112 first paragraph rejection would be withdrawn if it was conceded that SQL was 
equivalent to fourth-generation language. It was agreed that these were equivalents. The prior art was discussed. It 
was recommended that more detail of the particular methods disclosed in the specification be added to the claims in 
the form of dependents. This way the examiner can look at several of these methods when searching the prior art. It 
was recommended that the system claims be amended to include a processor in order to overcome the 35 USC §112 
second paragraph rejection that was given on these claims. 
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CLAIMS 

1. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 

language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

2. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

statement functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format and that is 

incompatible with the first database system's query language format 
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wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes 

representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second 

database statement. 

3. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein object-

oriented techniques are used to access the database functional language difference data. 

4. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

5. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

6. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

7. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object defaults 

to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement. 

8. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL 

component object comprises an override to account for functional differences between 

the first and second database systems' query language formats. 

9. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a phrase component object. 
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10. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise an identifier component object. 

11. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an expression component object. 

12. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL 

component objects comprise a parent component object. 

13. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and the second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts. 

14. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the 

database functional language difference data facilitates the generation of the second 

database statement by specifying common language parts between the first and second 

database system's language formats. 
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17. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

18. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a 

different type of database system than the first database system. 

20. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating the second database 

statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system from 

the first database system. 

21. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the 

second database system from the first database system. 

22. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second database 

system. 

23. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable by 

the second database system. 
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24. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first 

and second database systems' query language formats. 

25. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query 

language format. 

26. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized fourth-

generation structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

28. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and 

second database systems' query language formats specify different formats for a 

preselected query-related function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in 

the first database system's query language format to perform the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

database functional difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's 

query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable 
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within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within the 

second database system. 

30. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree is an 

SQL tree that is used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree 

contains data that represents the syntax of the first database statement. 

31. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata 

related to the first database statement. 

32. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree. 

33. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement 

takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 1 further comprising 

the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the third database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

35. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 34 further comprising 

the step of: 
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generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database 

system, wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the fourth database statement is compatible with the fourth database system's query 

language format. 

36. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems. 

37. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a data mining application. 

38. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system. 

39. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a relational database management system. 

40. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

41. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

an enterprise resource planning system. 

42. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 
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43. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, 

and delete database commands. 

44. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 1. 

45. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a first database fourth-generation language query that is formatted 

in a first query format and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data store to store tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and 

metadata of the first database fourth-generation language query; 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one 

query functional language difference from the first query format, wherein the query 

functional language difference is a query syntax difference; and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-

structured data and the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a 

database specific query based upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, 

wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first query 

format so that the database specific query may be executed by a different type of database 

system. 
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46. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for 

handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating a second fourth-generation language database statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second 

database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

47. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 46 wherein the language parts are determined 

to be common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

48. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 47 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 
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49. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language 

parts that are common between the first database system's query language format and a 

second database system's query language format; and 

means for generating a second database fourth-generation language 

statement for use within the second database system, wherein the second database 

statement is generated based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein 

the generated second database statement is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 
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50. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program 

call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data 

contained in a second database system; and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, 

wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon 

the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a 

format that is compatible with the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call. 

51. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the program call textualization 

specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the first 

database statement. 

52. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the program call textualization specific data. 
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53. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 52 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

54. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

55. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

56. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the first database system's query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

57. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format. 
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58. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the 

database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

59. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 50. 

60. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented system that includes a 

processor  for handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the 

steps of: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the 

program call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access 

data contained in a second database system; and 
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means for generating a program call for use within the second database 

system, wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the 

program call textualization specific data, wherein the generated program 

call is in a format that is compatible with the second database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call for use within the second database system. 

61. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the 

first database statement; 

using the obtained first query metadata to access database functional 

language difference data, wherein the database functional language difference data 

indicates a format that contains at least one database functional statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format; 

generating a second database fourth-generation language statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 
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language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

receiving another database statement from the first database system, 

wherein the additional database statement from the first database system is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata 

of the additional database statement; 

using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a third 

database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system; and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data 

contained in the third database system; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

62. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 61 further comprising the 

steps of: 

using an object-oriented component means for generating database access 

instructions to the second database system; 

determining whether to use an overridca switch, wherein the eveffikle 

switch  indicates for the object-oriented component means to use the accessed database 
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functional language difference data  first query metadata to generate a program call to the 

second database system; and 

issuing the program call to the second database system to access data 

contained in the second database system, 

wherein if the override switch  did not exist, then the object-oriented 

component means-textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata 

and which is executable within the second database system. 
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63. (NEW) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from 

the first fourth-generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces 

contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first method to 

textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software 

object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree. 
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64. (NEW) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree contains logical pieces parsed from 

the first fourth-generation language database statement; 

using a plurality of component software objects to textualize the logical pieces 

contained in the tree, wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 

contained in the tree; 

wherein the first component software object is associated with a first method to 

textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component software 

object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree; 

using a plurality of software drivers to textualize logical pieces into fourth-

generation database language text; 

wherein a first software driver textualizes through a second method a logical piece 

into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with the second database 

system's query language format; 

wherein a second software driver textualizes through a third method a logical 

piece into fourth-generation database language text that is compatible with a third 

database system's query language format; 

switching association of the first component software object from the first 

method to the second method for fourth-generation database language textualization; 

wherein because of the switching of the association of the first component 

software object, the first component software object textualizes fourth-generation 

database language text that is compatible with the second database system's query 
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language format and that is not compatible with the first database system's query 

language format. 

65. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the first software driver's details of 

textualization into a different fourth-generation database language is hidden within the 

first software driver. 

66. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the switching of the association includes 

switching pointing of the first method to the second method for the first software driver. 

67. (NEW) The method of claim 64 wherein the plurality of component software objects 

includes a phrase component software object, an identifier component software object, 

and an expression component software object. 

68. (NEW) The method of claim 67 wherein the phrase component software object 

handles textualization of database phrases; 

wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of entities 

referenced in a database; 

wherein the expression component software object handles textualization of 

expressions. 

69. (NEW) The method of claim 68 wherein the phrase component software object 

handles textualization of database WHERE phrases; 
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wherein the identifier component software object handles textualization of 

column names referenced in a database. 

70. (NEW) The method of claim 69 wherein the first database statement contains an 

expression which contains a phrase which contains an identifier; 

wherein the expression component software object processing the expression 

contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the expression component software object invokes the phrase component 

software object in order to process the phrase contained in the first database statement; 

wherein the phrase component software object invokes the identifier component 

software object in order to process the identifier contained in the first database statement. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-62 are pending in the application. Claims 1, 45, 46, 49, 50, 60 and 61 

are independent claims. Claims 63-70 have been added. Claim 62 is objected to. Claims 

1-62 stand rejected by the examiner. Assignee traverses the instant claim rejections and 

objections. 

Examiner's Interview 

Assignee's representative would like to thank Examiner Betit and his Supervisor 

for the courtesies extended to assignee's representatives, Timothy Wilson, Gary Kuhn, 

Fred Levine, and John Biernacki, during the telephone interview on November 29, 2006. 

The interview discussed the cited reference Bodamer et al. (USPN 6,041,344) in view of 

claim 1. More specifically, the interview discussed Bodamer with respect to the office 

action's statements regarding "generating a second database statement..." step of claim 1. 

The interview discussed the term "Fourth-Generation language" as used within claim 1 

and that SQL is an example of a Fourth-Generation language. The interview also 

discussed the cited reference Chow et al. (USPN 6,941,298). The remarks and the 

amendments contained herein summarize the interview. 

Claim Objections 

Claim 62 was objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c) as being of improper dependent 

form for failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Assignee 

respectfully disagrees with the objection, but has amended claim 62 to remove reference 

to an override and instead recite determining whether to use a switch. Because of the 
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amendment to dependent claim 62, assignee respectfully requests that the objection to 

claim 62 be removed and that this application proceed to issuance. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 112 

Claims 1-62 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter 

which applicant regards as the invention. More specifically, the office action maintained 

that the term "fourth-generation language" is not disclose anywhere in the specification. 

Assignee respectfully traverses this rejection. As discussed in the interview, a non-

limiting example of a fourth-generation language is SQL which is discussed in the 

specification. Accordingly, assignee respectively submits that this rejection has been 

traversed and this case should proceed to issuance. 

Claims 45, 49, 60 and 62 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, 

as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject 

matter which applicant regards as the invention. More specifically, the office action 

maintained with respect to claims 45, 49, and 60 that these claims recite the limitation 

"[a] computer-implemented system" in their preambles. The office action maintained 

that it was not clear how the "system" differs from the computer, and if it differs from the 

computer it is not clear how one would differentiate between the computer and the 

system; and it is also not clear how the system would be implemented into the computer 

and not become a functional part of it. Assignee respectfully disagrees with the instant 

rejection, but to expedite prosecution of this application, assignee has amended claims 

45, 49, and 60 based upon a suggestion made by the examiner during the interview. 
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Accordingly, assignee respectfully submits that these claims are in a condition for 

allowance and the application proceed to issuance. 

With respect to claim 62, the office action maintained that the word "means" is 

preceded by the words "object-oriented component" in an attempt to use a "means" clause 

to recite a claim element as a means for performing a specified function, and since no 

function is specified by the word(s) preceding "means," it is impossible to determine the 

equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph. Assignee 

respectfully disagrees, but in order to expedite prosecution of this case, assignee has 

removed the word "means" from claim 62. Accordingly, assignee respectful submits that 

this claim is in a condition for allowance and the application should proceed to issuance. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC §§ 102 and 103 

Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 stand rejection under 35 USC § 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over by Bodamer et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow et al. 

(U.S. Patent No. 6,941,298). 

Claim 1 is directed to a computer-implemented method for handling a first 

database statement from a first database system. The database statement is a fourth-

generation language database statement formatted according to a language format used 

by the first database system. Database language difference data is accessed so that a 

second fourth-generation language database statement may be generated which is 

operational within a different type of database system. As part of the process in 

converting the first fourth-generation language database statement to the second fourth-

generation language database statement, a tree (that is representative of the syntax of the 
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database language used within the first database system and of the metadata associated 

with the first database system) is used in generating the second fourth-generation 

language database statement. 

The Bodamer reference does not disclose the limitations of claim 1. Bodamer 

appears to devote most of its disclosure to translations other than the database statement 

conversion that is the subject matter of claim 1, such as to a data dictionary translation. 

For example, the office action uses an excerpt from Bodamer (i.e., column 8, lines 38-67 

of Bodamer) as the basis for anticipating the "generating a second fourth-generation 

language database statement ..." step of claim 1. However this passage from Bodamer is 

unrelated to a database statement conversion and instead is related to a different type of 

translation (i.e., the fourth type of translation discussed in Bodamer, namely the data 

dictionary translation). 

This fourth type of translation is directed to handling database schema differences 

that might occur between two databases. This is significantly different than the database 

statement translation that is being performed in claim 1. Claim 1 looks at functional 

database language differences in order to generate a second database functional database 

statement. In contrast, the data dictionary translation of Bodamer examines two different 

databases' schemata to determine schemata differences — that is, a data dictionary 

translation is performed in Bodamer because a "foreign database system 208, however, 

may include similar metadata that is organized differently"; see Bodamer at column 8, 

lines 21-23.). As recognized by Bodamer itself (in establishing four categories of 

translations; see Bodamer at column 7, lines 18-20), performing database functional 

statement translation is different than performing data dictionary schemata translations. 
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The assignee respectfully requests that the examiner cite to a passage within Bodamer 

that is discussing database statement translation and not to the other different types of 

translations. Because Bodamer does not disclose the limitations of claim 1, claim 1 

cannot be anticipated by Bodamer and thus claim 1 is allowable. 

Claim 1 also recites the use of database functional language difference data in 

order to generate the second SQL database statement. Claim 1's use of functional 

language differences to generate the second SQL database statement is advantageous, 

such as if there are only a few functional language differences between the first and 

second SQL environments, then only a few functional language differences have to be 

specified in order for the translation to occur. It is noted that Bodamer is lacking in any 

disclosure regarding the use of SQL language functional differences being specified and 

used to translate from a first database statement into a second database statement. 

The other independent claims are allowable for similar reasons. For example, the 

office action uses passages from Bodamer that are discussing data dictionary translations 

and not the translations recited in these claims. Accordingly, Bodamer cannot anticipate 

these claims, and they should proceed to issuance. 

Assignee has added claims 63-70 that depend directly or indirectly from claim 1. 

Assignee respectfully submits that none of the cited references disclose the limitations of 

these claims. For example, claim 63 recites that the tree contains logical pieces parsed 

from the first fourth-generation language database statement, and a plurality of 

component software objects are used to textualize the logical pieces contained in the tree, 

wherein textualizing a logical piece includes generating fourth-generation database 

language text. A first component software object is associated with a first logical piece 
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, 

contained in the tree, and the first component software object is associated with a first 

method to textualize, into fourth-generation database language text, the first component 

software object's associated logical piece that is contained in the tree. Because claim 63 

contains additional patentable subject matter, claim 63 is allowable should proceed to 

issuance. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Assignee respectfully submits that the pending claims 

are allowable. Therefore, the examiner is respectfully requested to pass this case to issue. 

Respectfully ubmitted, 

By: 
Jo . Biernacki 
Re t. No. 40,511 
J ES DAY 

orth Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
(216) 586-3939 
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Office Action Summary 

Application No. 

10/303,106 

Applicant(s) 

LEVINE, FREDERICK J. 

Examiner 

Jacob F. Betit 

Art Unit 

2164 
-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1)Z Responsive to communication(s) filed on 12 May 2006. 
2a)E This action is FINAL. 2b)Z This action is non-final. 

3)❑ Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)Z Claim(s) 1-62 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s)   is/are withdrawn from consideration. 
Claim(s)   is/are allowed. 

6)Z Claim(s) 1-62 is/are rejected. 

Claim(s) is/are objected to. 

Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)❑ The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

100 The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)0 accepted or b)❑ objected to by the Examiner. 
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 
Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

11)Dj The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)❑ Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 
a)IDAII b)0 Some * c)EI None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 
2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 
3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

Attachment(s) 

1) Z Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) 
2) ❑ Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 
3) ❑ Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) 

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 6) 

SAM RIMELL , 
PRIMARY EXAMINER 

❑ Interview Summary (PTO-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

❑ Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152) 
❑ Other:

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PTOL-326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20060806 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 2 
Art Unit: 2164 

DETAILED ACTION 

Remarks 

1. In response to communications filed on 12 May 2006, claims 1-3, 8-12, 16, 26, 29-30, 

34-35, 45-46, 49, 50, 57-58, 60-62 have been amended per the applicant's request. Claims 1-62 

are presently pending in the application. 

Claim Objections 

2. Claim 62 objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c), as being of improper dependent form for 

failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Applicant is required to cancel the 

claim(s), or amend the claim(s) to place the claim(s) in proper dependent form, or rewrite the 

claim(s) in independent form. "A claim in dependent form shall be construed to incorporate by 

reference all the limitations of the claim to which it refers" (see 35 U.S.C. §112 fourth 

paragraph). Because claim 62 specifies for an "override mechanism" that could eliminate steps 

from claim 61 it does not incorporate all the limitations of 61 under all circumstances. Claim 62 

makes optional (on condition of an override) steps that were required in claim 61. MPEP 2106 

II. C. states that optionally recited limitations are not given patentable weight. Therefore claim 

62 is not in proper dependent form. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC 9 112 

3. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112: 

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making 
and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it 
pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall set forth the best mode 
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 3 
Art Unit: 2164 

4. Claims 1-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply with 

the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not 

described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant 

art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had possession of the claimed 

invention. "Fourth-Generation language" is not disclosed anywhere in the specification. 

Claims 2-44 are rejected for being dependent on rejected claim 1. 

Claims 47-48 are rejected for being dependent on rejected claim 46. 

Claims 51-59 are rejected for being dependent on rejected claim 50. 

Claim 62 is rejected for being dependent on rejected claim 61. 

5. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112: 

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the 
subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention. 

6. Claims 45, 49, 60 and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which 

applicant regards as the invention. 

7. Claims 45, 49, and 60 recite the limitation "[a] computer-implemented system" in their 

preambles. It is not clear how the "system" differs from the computer, and if it differs from the 

computer it is not clear how one would differentiate between the computer and the system. It is 

also not clear how the system would be implemented into the computer and not become a 

functional part of it. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 4 

Art Unit: 2164 

8. Claim 45 recites the limitation "a computer-implemented system for handling a first 

database [feuftli-generetien4angthage] query that is formatted in a first query format and is 

executable by a first database system". It is not clear from this limitation if the computer-

implemented system is the same as the "first database system"; and if it is not, it is not clear the 

difference between "handling" a query and executing a query. 

9. Regarding claim 62, the word "means" is preceded by the word(s) "object-oriented 

component" in an attempt to use a "means" clause to recite a claim element as a means for 

performing a specified function. However, since no function is specified by the word(s) 

preceding "means," it is impossible to determine the equivalents of the element, as required by 

35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph. See Ex parte Klumb, 159 USPQ 694 (Bd. App. 1967). 

10. Appropriate corrections are required. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC 11 103 

11. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

12. Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344) in view of Chow et al. (U.S. patent No. 

6,941,298 B2). 
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Art Unit: 2164 

As to claim 1, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first [feufth-genefatien4anguege] database statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database language 

difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 

37); and 

generating a second [feufth-gener-atien4anguage] database statement for use within a 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first 

database statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format (see column 8, line 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 6 
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As to claim 2, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the database statement 

functional difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format and that is incompatible with the first database 

system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 

37) 

wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes representative of the SQL 

syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second database statement (see Chow et al., 

column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 3, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the database functional language difference data (see Bodamer et al., column 5, 

lines 7-54). 

As to claim 4, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of 

an SQL statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 5, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein a logical piece is a phrase 

logical piece (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 
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Application/Control Number: 10/303,106 Page 7 
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As to claim 6, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 7, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein an SQL component object 

defaults to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 8, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein an SQL component object comprises an 

override to account for functional differences between the first and second database systems' 

query language formats (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67) 

As to claim 9, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise s phrase component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 10, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise an identifier component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 11, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise an expression component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 12, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein SQL component objects 

comprise a parent component object (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 
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Art Unit: 2164 

As to claim 13, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and the second database system's 

query language format; and generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 14, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the language parts are 

common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 15, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the standardized query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 16, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the database functional 

language difference data facilitates the generation of the second database statement by specifying 

common language parts between the first and second database system's language formats (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 17, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the language parts are 

common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 18, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the standardized query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see 

Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 19, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system is 

a different type of database system than the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 18-67). 

As to claim 20, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein generating the second 

database statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system 

from the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 4, line 40 through column 5, line 20). 

As to claim 21, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the second 

database system from the first database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-46). 
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As to claim 22, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the generated second 

database statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second 

database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-46). 

As to claim 23, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the generated second 

database statement is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable 

by the second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 24, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database 

statement is a functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between 

the first and second database systems' query language formats (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 9-17). 

As to claim 25, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query language 

format (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 26, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized [€ h--generation] structured 

query language (SQL) version (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 27, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 25-30). 

As to claim 28, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see Bodamer et al., column 7, 

lines 30-35). 

As to claim 29, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats specify different formats for a preselected query-related 

function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in the first database system's query 

language format to perform the query-related function, wherein the second database statement is 

generated based upon the database functional difference data so as to be formatted in the second 

database system's query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is 

executable within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within 

the second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 30, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the tree is an SQL tree that is 

used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree contains data that 

represents the syntax of the first database statement (see Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and 

see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 
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As to claim 31, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the SQL tree contains 

metadata related to the first database statement (see Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and see 

column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 32, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree (see see Chow et al., column 3, 

lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 33, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database 

statement takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax (see 

Chow et al., column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through column 7, line 14). 

As to claim 34, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database system, wherein the 

third database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the third database statement is 

compatible with the third database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

4, line 59 through column 5, line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 35, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database system, wherein 

the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 
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accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the fourth database statement is 

compatible with the fourth database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

4, line 59 through column 5, line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 36, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems (see Bodamer et al., column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 39, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system 

comprises a relational database management system (see Bodamer et al., column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 38, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 10-46). 

As to claim 43, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, and 

delete database commands (see Bodamer et al., column 16, line 64 through column 17, line 3). 

As to claim 44, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches computer software stored on a 

computer readable media, the computer software comprising program code (see Bodamer et al., 

column 3, line 65 through column 4, line 38) for carrying out a method according to claim 1 (for 

the rejection of the limitations of claim 1, the applicant is directed to the rejection of claim 1 

above). 
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As to claim 45, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system, for handling a 

first database [ ufth-generatien4anguage] query that is formatted in a first query format and is 

executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one query functional 

language difference from the first query format, wherein the query functional language 

difference is a query syntax difference (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to data and the data structure, 

wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query based on data and the 

query specific data, wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first 

query format so that the database specific query may be executed by a different type of database 

system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

Bodamer et al. does not teach 

a. a data store to store tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and metadata of 

the first database [feuFth-genefatien4anguage] query; 

b. a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-structured data and 

the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query based 

upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data. 

Chow et al. teaches a. and b., see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 
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Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 46, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first [feu41,1--gerieFatien-language] database statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and a second database system's query 

language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a second [feufth-generatien-language] database statement for use within the 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 
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Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 47 and 48, see the rejection of claim 14 and 15 respectively. 

As to claim 49, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database [feuFth-gener-atieti-latiguage] statement from the first 

database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database 

system's query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for identifying, for the first .database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second database 

system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a second database [feufth-generatien4angtrage] statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based 

upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second database 

statement is compatible with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, 

lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 
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Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 50, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database [ftifth-geneFatien-tanguage] statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein the 

program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the program call. 
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Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 51, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the program call 

textualization specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the 

first database statement (see Bodamer et al., column 7, lines 18-35). 

As to claims 52, 53, 54, and 55; see the rejections of claims 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 

As to claim 56, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches wherein the first database system's 

query language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version 

(see Bodamer et al., column 4, lines 40-58). 

As to claim 57, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database functional 

language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database functional 

statement difference from the first database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 
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generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the second database 

statement is compatible with the second database system's query language format (see Bodamer 

et al., column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 58, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database functional language difference data, wherein the database functional 

language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database functional 

statement difference from the first database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., 

column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database system, wherein 

the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database functional language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the third database system's query language format (see Bodamer et al., column 

8, lines 38-67 and see figure 2A, reference number 300). 

As to claim 59, see the rejection of claim 44 above. 

As to claim 60, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented system for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 
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means for receiving a first database [feufth-genefatien4angtrage] statement from the first 

database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database 

system's query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein 

the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of the metadata associated with the first 

database system is used in generating the program call for use within the second database 

system. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 61, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 
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receiving a first database [feuctli-geneFatien-l-afiguage] statement from the first database 

system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's 

query language format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the first database 

statement; using the obtained first query metadata to access database language difference data, 

wherein the database functional language difference data indicates a format that contains at least 

one database functional statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); 

generating a second database [feufth-genefatien-language] statement for use within a 

second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first 

database statement and upon the accessed database functional language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format (see column 8, lines 3 8-67); 

receiving another database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

additional database statement from the first database system is formatted according to the first 

database system's query language format (see figure 2A, reference number 300 and see column 

4, lines 40-58); 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata of the 

additional database statement; using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a 

third database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 
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issuing the program call to the third database system to access data contained in the third 

database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database 

language used within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database 

system is used in generating the second database statement. 

Chow et al. teaches this, see column 3, lines 16-47 and see column 6 line 64 through 

column 7, line 14. Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art 

at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include the teachings of 

Chow et al. because these teachings would be a way of translating a query from one language to 

another language efficiently. 

As to claim 62, Bodamer et al. as modified teaches further comprising the steps of: 

using object-oriented component means for generating database access instructions to the 

second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 5, lines 7-20); 

determining whether to use an override, wherein the override indicates for the object-

oriented component means to use the first query metadata to generate a program call to the 

second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

issuing the program call to the second database system to access data contained in the 

second database system (see Bodamer et al., column 8, lines 38-67), 

wherein if the override did not exist, then the object-oriented component means 

textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata and which is executable 
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within the second database system (this limitation is optionally recited and does not properly 

depend from 61 because it acts as though to exclude limitations of that claim). 

13. Claims 37, 40-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344) in view Chow et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,941,298 B2) 

as applied to claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 above and in further view of the examiner's official 

notice. 

As to claim 37, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the first database 

system comprises a data mining application. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. 

As to claim 40, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the second database 

system comprises a data mining application. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. 
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As to claim 41, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the first database 

system comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 

As to claim 42, Bodamer et al. as modified, does not teach wherein the second database 

system comprises an enterprise resource planning system. . 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 

Response to Arguments 

14. Applicant's arguments with respect to conversion of a "fourth-generation language" 

statement have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection under 35 

U.S.C. §112 first paragraph given above. 

15. Applicant's arguments with respect to Bodamer not disclosing a tree being used in 

generating database statements have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) 

of rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) given above. 
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Conclusion 

16. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's 

disclosure. 

U.S. patent No. 5,421,008 to Banning et al. for teaching graphical construction of a 

database query and storing the query object links as an object. 

U.S. patent No. 5,590,319 to Cohen et al. for teaching query processing for parallel 

processing in homogenous and heterogeneous databases using parse trees. 

U.S. patent No. 5,659,725 to Levy et al. for teaching query optimization by predicate 

move-around. 

17. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Jacob F. Betit whose telephone number is (571) 272-4075. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Charles Rones can be reached on (571) 272-4085. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

jfb 
7 Aug 2006 SAM RIMELL 

PRIMARY EXAMINER 
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CLAIMS 

1. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language  database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing database functional  language difference data, wherein the 

database functional  language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional  statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second fourth-generation language  database statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 

language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format: 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generatine the second database statement. 

2. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

statement functional  difference specifies at least a portion of a statement format that is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format and that is 

incompatible with the first database system's query language format 
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wherein the tree contains a hierarchical arrangement of nodes 

representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be used in generating the second 

database statement. 

3. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 wherein object-oriented 

techniques are used to access the database functional  language difference data. 

4. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

5. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

6. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

7. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object defaults 

to a default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database 

statement. 

8. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL component 

object comprises an override to account for functional  differences between the first and 

second database systems' query language formats. 

9. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a phrase component object  means. 
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10. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an identifier component object means. 

11. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise an expression component object means. 

12. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component 

objects comprise a parent component object means. 

13. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and the second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts. 

14. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 1 wherein the database 

functional  language difference data facilitates the generation of the second database 

statement by specifying common language parts between the first and second database 

system's language formats. 
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17. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common 

based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

18. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a 

different type of database system than the first database system. 

20. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating the second database 

statement provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system from 

the first database system. 

21. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein generating automatically the 

second database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the 

second database system from the first database system. 

22. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is provided to the second database system for execution by the second database 

system. 

23. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database 

statement is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable by 

the second database system. 
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24. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first 

and second database systems' query language formats. 

25. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query 

language format. 

26. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second 

database systems' query language formats are based upon a standardized fourth-

generation  structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

28. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's 

query language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second 

database systems' query language formats specify different formats for a preselected 

query-related function, wherein the first database statement is formatted in the first 

database system's query language format to perform the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the 

database functional  difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's 

query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable 
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within the second database system so as to perform the query-related function within the 

second database system. 

30. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 1 wherein the tree is  an SQL 

tree that  is used to generate the second database statement, wherein the SQL tree contains 

data that represents the syntax of the first database statement. 

31. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata 

related to the first database statement. 

32. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is 

parsed into logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree. 

33. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement 

takes into account any second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 1 further comprising the step 

of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional  language difference data, wherein 

the third database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

35. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 34 further comprising the step 

of: 
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generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database 

system, wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and 

upon the accessed database functional  language difference data, wherein 

the fourth database statement is compatible with the fourth database system's query 

language format. 

36. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems are relational database management systems. 

37. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a data mining application. 

38. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system 

comprises a relational database management system. 

39. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

a relational database management system. 

40. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

41. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises 

an enterprise resource planning system. 

42. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 
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43. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database 

systems' query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, 

and delete database commands. 

44. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 1. 

45. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented apparatus-system  for 

handling a first database fourth-generation language  query that is formatted in a first 

query format and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

a data store to store  tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and 

metadata of the first database fourth-generation language  query; 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one 

query functional  language difference from the first query format, wherein the query 

functional  language difference is a query syntax difference; and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-

structured data and the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a 

database specific query based upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, 

wherein the database specific query accounts for the difference from the first query 

format so that the database;. specific query may be executed by a different type of 

database system. 
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46. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first fourth-generation language  database statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second 

database system's query language format; and 

generating a second fourth-generation language  database statement for use 

within the second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein the generated second 

database statement is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

47. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 46 wherein the language parts are determined 

to be common based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

48. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 47 wherein the standardized query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 
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49. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A computer-implemented apparatus system  for 

handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language  statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language 

parts that are common between the first database system's query language format and a 

second database system's query language format; and 

means for generating a second database fourth-generation language 

statement for use within the second database system, wherein the second database 

statement is generated based upon the identified common query language parts, wherein 

the generated second database statement is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 
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50. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language  statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program 

call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data 

contained in a second database system; and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, 

wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon 

the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a 

format that is compatible with the second database system.; 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call. 

51. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the program call textualization 

specific data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the first 

database statement. 

52. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein object-oriented techniques are 

used to access the program call textualization specific data. 
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53. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 52 wherein the object-oriented techniques 

contain SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical 

piece of an SQL statement. 

54. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical 

piece. 

55. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is an identifier 

logical piece. 

56. (ORIGINAL) The method of claim 50 wherein the first database system's query 

language format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

57. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional  language difference data, wherein the 

database functional  language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional  statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional  language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the second database system's query 

language format. 
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58. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 50 further comprising the 

steps of: 

accessing database functional  language difference data, wherein the 

database functional  language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database functional  statement difference from the first database system's query language 

format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database 

statement and upon the accessed database functional  language difference data, wherein 

the second database statement is compatible with the third database system's query 

language format. 

59. (ORIGINAL) Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the 

computer software comprising program code for carrying out a method according to 

claim 50. 

60. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented appafatus-system  for 

handling a database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

means for receiving a first database fourth-generation language  statement 

from the first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the 

program call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access 

data contained in a second database system; and 
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means for generating a program call for use within the second database 

system, wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the 

program call textualization specific data, wherein the generated program 

call is in a format that is compatible with the second database systemi 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the program call for use within the second database system. 

61. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database fourth-generation language  statement from the 

first database system, wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the 

first database system's query language format; 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the 

first database statement; 

using the obtained first query metadata to access database functional 

language difference data, wherein the database functional  language difference data 

indicates a format that contains at least one database functional  statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format; 

generating a second database  fourth-generation language statement for use 

within a second database system, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database functional 
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language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format; 

receiving another database statement from the first database system, 

wherein the additional database statement from the first database system is formatted 

according to the first database system's query language format; 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata 

of the additional database statement; 

using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a third 

database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system; and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data 

contained in the third database system: 

wherein a tree representative of the syntax of the database language used 

within the first database system and of metadata associated with the first database system 

is used in generating the second database statement. 

62. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 61 further comprising the 

steps of: 

using object-oriented component means for generating database access 

instructions to the second database system; 

determining whether to use wherein-an override  exists. wherein the  that 

override  indicates for the object-oriented component means to use the first query 

metadata to generate a program call to the second database system; and 
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issuing the program call to the second database system to access data 

contained in the second database system, 

wherein if the override did not exist, then the object-oriented component 

means textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata and which is 

executable within the second database system. 
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-62 remain pending in the application. Claims 1, 45, 46, 49, 50, 60 and 

61 are independent claims. Claim 62 is objected to. Claims 1-62 stand rejected by the 

examiner. Assignee traverses the instant claim rejections and objections. 

Examiner's Interview 

Assignee's representative would like to thank Examiner Betit and his Supervisor 

for the courtesies extended to assignee's representatives, Timothy Wilson, Gary Kuhn, 

and John Biernacki, during the telephone interview on May 9, 2006. The interview 

discussed the cited reference Bodamer et al. (USPN 6,041,344) in view of claims 1, 30 

and 45. More specifically, the interview discussed Bodamer in reference to the office 

action's statements with respect to the "generating a second database statement..." step 

of claim 1. This step in claim 1 is part of a method for translating a first fourth-

generation language database statement to a second fourth-generation language database 

statement. The interview also discussed Bodamer in view of claim 30's and claim 45's 

recitation of an SQL tree to generate the second database statement. The remarks and the 

amendments contained herein summarize the interview. 

Claim Objections 

Claim 62 was objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c) as being of improper dependent 

form for failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Assignee 

respectfully disagrees with the objection, but has amended claim 62 to expressly recite 

that there is a determination as to whether to use an override. Accordingly claim 62 

(being dependent upon claim 61) requires that a database statement be processed in 
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accordance with the steps of claim 61 as well as allowing for an override mechanism to 

be used. Because dependent claim 62 recites further limitations upon claim 61, assignee 

respectfully requests that the objection for claim 62 be removed and this application 

proceed to issuance. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 112 

Claims 9-12 and 45, 49, and 60 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second 

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the 

subject matter which applicant regards as the invention. Assignee respectfully traverses 

this rejection. While assignee disagrees with the rejections, claims 9-12 have been 

amended to remove the term "means" and claims 45, 49, and 60 have been amended to 

recite the term "system" instead of "apparatus." Favorable reconsideration is respectfully 

requested. 

Claim Rejections — 35 USC §§ 102 and 103 

Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 stand rejection under 35 USC § 102(b) as being 

anticipated by Bodamer et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,041,344). Claims 37 and 40-42 stand 

rejection under 35 USC § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Bodamer in view of the 

examiner's official notice. Assignee traverses the instant rejections. 

Claim 1 is directed to a computer-implemented method for handling a first 

database statement from a first database system. The database statement is a fourth-

generation language database statement formatted according to a language format used 

by the first database system. Database language difference data is accessed so that a 
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second fourth-generation language database statement may be generated which is 

operational within a different type of database system. As part of the process in 

converting the first fourth-generation language database statement to the second fourth-

generation language database statement, a tree (that is representative of the syntax of the 

database language used within the first database system and of the metadata associated 

with the first database system) is used in generating the second fourth-generation 

language database statement. 

As a non-limiting example of use of a tree in generating the second statement, 

assignee's specification (on page 5, lines 3-9) provides an example where an SQL tree is 

used to process an SQL statement. The SQL tree represents the syntax of a native 

database's SQL statement and its related metadata. The tree may contain a hierarchical 

arrangement of nodes representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be processed. If 

for example the SQL statement specified that the values from two different columns are 

to be concatenated, then the SQL tree would contain a node that specifies that a 

concatenation operation is to be performed. 

The Bodamer reference does not disclose the limitations of claim 1. For example, 

Bodamer lacks details in its disclosure regarding database statement translations, let alone 

providing any disclosure of claim 1 's use of a tree that is representative of the syntax of 

the database language used within the first database system and of metadata associated 

with the first database system in generating a second database statement. Instead 

Bodamer appears to devote most of its disclosure to translations other than the database 

statement conversion that is the subject matter of claim 1, such as to a data dictionary 

translation. To the extent that Bodamer might disclose any type of tree-like structure in 
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this citation, it is with respect to a different type of translation (e.g., the data dictionary 

translation) than the type of translation that is being performed in claim 1. 

Additionally, the office action uses an excerpt from Bodamer to anticipate the 

"generating..." step of claim 1 that is unrelated to a database statement conversion and 

instead is related to a different type of translation (i.e., the fourth type of translation 

discussed in Bodamer, namely the data dictionary translation). This fourth type of 

translation is directed to handling database schema differences that might occur between 

two databases. This is different than the database statement translation that is being 

performed in claim 1. Claim 1 looks at functional database language differences in order 

to generate a second database functional database statement. In contrast, the data 

dictionary translation of Bodamer examines two different databases' schemata to 

determine schemata differences — that is, a data dictionary translation is performed in 

Bodamer because a "foreign database system 208, however, may include similar 

metadata that is organized differently"; see Bodamer at column 8, lines 21-23.). As 

recognized by Bodamer itself (in establishing four categories of translations; see 

Bodamer at column 7, lines 18-20), performing database functional statement translation 

is different than performing data dictionary schemata translations. Accordingly this step 

of claim 1 cannot be anticipated by Bodamer and thus claim 1 is allowable. 

Claim 1 also recites the use of database functional language difference data in 

order to generate the second SQL database statement. Claim 1's use of functional 

language differences to generate the second SQL database statement is advantageous, 

such as if there are only a few functional language differences between the first and 

second SQL environments, then only a few functional language differences have to be 
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specified in order for the translation to occur. It is noted that Bodamer is lacking in any 

disclosure regarding the use of SQL language functional differences being specified and 

used to translate from a first database statement into a second database statement. 

Furthermore, claim 1 recites that a first 4GL database statement is translated into 

a second 4GL database statement. As an illustration of why translation from one 4GL 

statement to a second 4GL statement can be useful, consider the following: while a first 

database system and a second database system may both support a 4GL SQL function 

that performs an identical operation, the two systems may use different 4GL SQL 

function names and/or formats. 

Assignee respectfully asserts that Bodamer does not disclose translating a first 

4GL statement into a second 4GL statement as required by claim 1. Bodamer does not 

translate from a first 4GL statement to a second 4GL statement. At best Bodamer 

translates from an SQL statement into a non-4GL SQL statement, such as a generic 

function: 

The translated SQL statement in foreign database system format can 
then be passed as an argument of a generic function (e.g., parse). For 
example, an SQL statement translated by the SQL services module 
210b can be an argument for the Oracle-specific call "opiosq," which 
is then mapped onto the generic API 212 as "parse." 
(see Bodamer at column 7, lines 57-62) 

Because claim 1 recites that a first 4GL database statement is translated into a 

second 4GL database statement and Bodamer at best only discloses a translation into a 

non-4GL SQL statement, Bodamer is significantly different and thus does not anticipate 

claim 1. 

The other independent claims recite the use of a tree in generating database 

statements. As shown by the above, Bodamer does not disclose such features. Because 
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of such lack of disclosure, Bodamer cannot anticipate these claims, and they should 

proceed to issuance. 

Assignee disagrees with other positions of the office action. For example, 

Bodamer does not disclose the details of claim 2 which recites that the tree contains a 

hierarchical arrangement of nodes representative of the SQL syntax and metadata to be 

used in generating the second database statement. Because of such lack of disclosure, 

Bodamer cannot anticipate claim 2, and claim 2 should proceed to issuance. 

As another example claim 26 provides that a first 4GL SQL database statement is 

translated into a second 4GL SQL database statement. Bodamer does not disclose such 

translations and thus cannot anticipate claim 26. Accordingly assignee respectfully 

requests that claim 26 should proceed to issuance. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Assignee respectfully submits that claims 1-62 are 

allowable. Therefore, the examiner is respectfully requested to pass this case to issue. 

Date:  het/ 15 ?'°° 6

Respectfull 

By: 

submitted, 

Jo V. Biernacki 
R R . No. 40,511 
JONES DAY 
North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
(216) 586-3939 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Objections 

1. Claim 62 is objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(c), as being of improper dependent form for 

failing to further limit the subject matter of a previous claim. Applicant is required to cancel the 

claim, or amend the claim to place the claim in proper dependent form, or rewrite the claim in 

independent form. Claims 62 recites limitations that act as though to broaden the subject matter 

of claim 61, by removing steps that were not optionally recited (i.e. "generating a second 

database statement for use within a second database system, wherein the second database 

statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the accessed database 

language difference data"). A claim in the dependent form must specify a further limitation of 

the subject matter of the subject matter claimed. See MPEP § 608.01(n), and see 35 U.S.C. § 

112 fourth paragraph. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC 9 112 

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112: 

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the 
subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention. 

3. Claims 9-12 and 45, 49, and 60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as 

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which 

applicant regards as the invention. 

4. Regarding claim 9, the word "means" is preceded by the words "phrase component 

object" in an attempt to use a "means" clause to recite a claim element as a means for performing 

a specified function. However, since no function is specified by the words preceding "means," it 
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is impossible to determine the equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth 

paragraph. See Ex parte Klumb, 159 USPQ 694 (Bd. App. 1967). 

Regarding claim 10, the word "means" is preceded by the words "identifier component 

object" in an attempt to use a "means" clause to recite a claim element as a means for performing 

a specified function. However, since no function is specified by the words preceding "means," it 

is impossible to determine the equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth 

paragraph. See Ex parte Klumb, 159 USPQ 694 (Bd. App. 1967). 

Regarding claim 11, the word "means" is preceded by the words "expression component 

object" in an attempt to use a "means" clause to recite a claim element as a means for performing 

a specified function. However, since no function is specified by the words preceding "means," it 

is impossible to determine the equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth 

paragraph. See Ex parte Klumb, 159 USPQ 694 (Bd. App. 1967). 

Regarding claim 12, the word "means" is preceded by the words "parent component 

object" in an attempt to use a "means" clause to recite a claim element as a means for performing 

a specified function. However, since no function is specified by the words preceding "means," it 

is impossible to determine the equivalents of the element, as required by 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth 

paragraph. See Ex parte Klumb, 159 USPQ 694 (Bd. App. 1967). 

5. Claims 45, 49, and 60 recite the limitation "[a] computer-implemented apparatus" in their 

preambles. It is not clear how the "apparatus" differs from the computer, and if it differs from 

the computer it is not clear how one would differentiate between the computer and the apparatus. 

It is also not clear how the apparatus would be implemented into the computer and not become a 

functional part of it. 
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6. Appropriate corrections are required. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

7. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless — 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on 
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

8. Claims 1-36, 38-39, and 43-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated 

by Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344). 

As to claim 1, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the first 

database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language format 

(see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language difference 

data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from the first 

database system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a second database statement for use within a second database system, wherein 

the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible 

with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, line 38-67). 
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As to claim 2, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the database statement difference specifies 

at least a portion of a statement format that is compatible with the second database system's 

query language format and that is incompatible with the first database system's query language 

format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 3, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein object-oriented techniques are used to 

access the database language difference data (see column 5, lines 7-54). 

As to claim 4, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the object-oriented techniques contain 

SQL component objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of an SQL 

statement (see column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 5, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical piece 

(see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 6, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein a logical piece is an identifier logical piece 

(see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 7, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein an SQL component object defaults to a 

default native SQL textualization method for use in generating the second database statement 

(see column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 8, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein an SQL component object comprises an 

override to account for differences between the first and second database systems' query 

language formats (see column 7, lines 43-67) 

As to claim 9, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein SQL component objects comprise phrase 

component object means (see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 10, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein SQL component objects comprise 

identifier component object means (see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 11, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein SQL component objects comprise 

expression component object means (see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 12, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein SQL component objects comprise parent 

component object means (see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 13, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the steps of: 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and the second database system's 

query language format; and generating the second database statement based upon the identified 

common query language parts (see column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 14, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the language parts are common based 

upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 15, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the standardized query language format is 

based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 16, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the database language difference data 

facilitates the generation of the second database statement by specifying common language parts 

between the first and second database system's language formats (see column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 17, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the language parts are common based 

upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 18, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the standardized query language format is 

based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 19, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the second database system is a different 

type of database system than the first database system (see column 7, lines 18-67). 

As to claim 20, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein generating the second database statement 

provides the ability to manipulate data within the second database system from the first database 

system (see column 4, line 40 through column 5, line 20). 
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As to claim 21, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein generating automatically the second 

database statement provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the second 

database system from the first database system (see column 8, lines 38-46). 

As to claim 22, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the generated second database statement 

is provided to the second database system for execution by the second database system (see 

column 8, lines 38-46). 

As to claim 23, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the generated second database statement 

is in a format such that the second database statement is directly executable by the second 

database system (see column 8, lines 47-67). 

As to claim 24, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the second database statement is a 

functional equivalent of the first database statement but for differences between the first and 

second database systems' query language formats (see column 7, lines 9-17). 

As to claim 25, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first and second database systems' 

query language formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query language format (see 

column 7, lines 43-67). 
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As to claim 26, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first and second database systems' 

querylanguage formats are based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version 

(see column 7, lines 43-67). 

• As to claim 27, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first database system's query language 

format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see column 7, lines 25-30). 

As to claim 28, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the second database system's query 

language format utilizes a superset of the SQL standard (see column 7, lines 30-35). 

As to claim 29, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first and second database systems' 

query language formats specify different formats for a preselected query-related function, 

wherein the first database statement is formatted in the first database system's query language 

format to perform the query-related function, wherein the second database statement is generated 

based upon the database difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's 

query language format, wherein the generated second database statement is executable within the 

second database system so as to perform the query-related function within the second database 

system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 30, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein an SQL tree is used to generate the 

second database statement, wherein the SQL tree contains data that represents the syntax of the 

first database statement (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 
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As to claim 31, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the SQL tree contains metadata related to 

the first database statement (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 32, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first database statement is parsed into 

logical text pieces which are stored in the SQL tree (see column 7, lines 43-67). 

As to claim 33, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the second database statement takes into 

account any second database system-specific query language syntax (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 34, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a third database statement for use within a third database system, wherein the 

third database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database language difference data, wherein the third database statement is compatible 

with the third database system's query language format (see column 4, line 59 through column 5, 

line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 35, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the step of: 

generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database system, wherein 

the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database language difference data, wherein the fourth database statement is compatible 
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with the fourth database system's query language format (see column 4, line 59 through column 

5, line 20 and see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37). 

As to claim 36, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first and second database systems are 

relational database management systems (see column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 39, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first database system comprises a 

relational database management system (see column 1, lines 44-52). 

As to claim 38, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the second database system comprises a 

relational database management system (see column 8, lines 10-46). 

As to claim 43, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first and second database systems' 

query language format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, and delete 

database commands (see column 16, line 64 through column 17, line 3). 

As to claim 44, Bodamer et al. teaches computer software stored on a computer readable 

media, the computer software comprising program code (see column 3, line 65 through column 

4, line 38) for carrying out a method according to claim 1 (for the rejection of the limitations of 

claim 1, the applicant is directed to the rejection of claim 1 above). 
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As to claim 45, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented apparatus for handling a 

first database query that is formatted in a first query format and is executable by a first database 

system, comprising: 

tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and metadata of the first database 

query (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one query language 

difference from the first query format, wherein the query language difference is a query syntax 

difference (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-structured data and 

the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query based 

upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, wherein the database specific query 

accounts fCr the difference from the first query format so that the database specific query may be 

executed by a different type of database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 46, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the first 

database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language format 

(see column 4, lines 40-58); 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and a second database system's query 

language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 
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generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the identified common query 

language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is compatible with the second 

database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 47 and 48, see the rejection of claim 14 and 15 respectively. 

As to claim 49, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented apparatus for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are 

common between the first database system's query language format and a second database 

system's query language format (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a second database statement for use within the second database 

system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the identified common 

query language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is compatible with the 

second database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 50, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 
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receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the first 

database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language format 

(see column 4, lines 40-58); 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein the 

program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 51, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the program call textualization specific 

data is used to generate application program interface (API) calls from the first database 

statement (see column 7, lines 18-35). 

As to claims 52, 53, 54, and 55; see the rejections of claims 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 

As to claim 56, Bodamer et al. teaches wherein the first database system's query language 

format is based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version (see column 4, 

lines 40-58). 

As to claim 57, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the steps of: 
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accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language difference 

data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from the first 

database system's query language format (see column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 58, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language difference 

data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from the first 

database system's query language format (see column 5, line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 

generating a second database statement for use within a third database system, wherein 

the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible 

with the third database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67 and see figure 

2A, reference number 300). 

As to claim 59, see the rejection of claim 44 above. 

As to claim 60, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented apparatus for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 
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means for receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

format (see column 4, lines 40-58); 

means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

means for generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein 

the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 

textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 61, Bodamer et al. teaches a computer-implemented method for handling a 

database statement from a first database system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the first 

database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language format 

(see column 4, lines 40-58); 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the first database 

statement; using the obtained first query metadata to access database language difference data, 

wherein the database language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database statement difference from the first database system's query language format (see 

column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); 
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generating a second database statement for use within a second database system, wherein 

the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is compatible 

with the second database system's query language format (see column 8, lines 38-67); 

receiving another database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

additional database statement from the first database system is formatted according to the first 

database system's query language format (see figure 2A, reference number 300 and see column 

4, lines 40-58); 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata of the 

additional database statement; using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a 

third database system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database 

system (see column 7, line 18 through column 8, line 37); and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data contained in the third 

database system (see column 8, lines 38-67). 

As to claim 62, Bodamer et al. teaches further comprising the steps of: 

using object-oriented component means for generating database access instructions to the 

second database system (see column 5, lines 7-20); 

wherein an override exists that indicates for the object-oriented component means to use 

the first query metadata to generate a program call to the second database system (see column 5, 

line 63 through column 6, line 15); and 
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issuing the program call to the second database system to access data contained in the 

second database system (see column 8, lines 38-67), 

wherein if the override did not exist, then the object-oriented component means 

textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata and which is executable 

within the second database system (this limitation is optionally recited and does not properly 

depend from 61 because it acts as though to exclude limitations of that claim). 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC I 103 

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

10. Claims 37, 40-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Bodamer et al. (U.S. patent No. 6,041,344) in view of the examiner's official notice. 

As to claim 37, Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein the first database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. 
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As to claim 40, Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein the second database system 

comprises a data mining application. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because many databases include data mining applications so that they can acquire new data and 

so they can more easily search the data they currently contain. 

As to claim 41, Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein the first database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 

As to claim 42, Bodamer et al. does not teach wherein the second database system 

comprises an enterprise resource planning system. 

The examiner takes official notice that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary 

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have modified Bodamer et al. to include this 

because this would allow a company to plan appropriate resources for different projects being 

performed within a company which is a common use for a database in an corporate environment. 
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Conclusion 

11. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Jacob F. Betit whose telephone number is (571) 272-4075. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Charles Rones can be reached on (571) 272-4085. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

.01) 
3 Feb 2006 

v, RIMELL 
ertiMPAY EXAMINER 
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TITLE EL821237211US 
Computer-Implemented System And Method For Handling Database Statements 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to computer-implemented database 

systems and more particularly to database statement operations. 

BACKGROUND 

Data access across different database platforms proves difficult due to the 

5 platforms using varying database commands. For example, although the structured query 

language (SQL) is based on a well-documented ANSI standard, in reality most database systems, 

such as those from Oracle, Sybase, Business Objects, SAS, or Brio, implement a superset of the 

ANSI standard. Variations in the superset provide an obstacle in cross-platform database 

operations. 

10 

SUMMARY 

In accordance with the teachings provided herein, a system and method are 

provided for handling a database statement from a first database system. The database statement 

is formatted according to a language format used by the first database system. Database 

15 language difference data is accessed so that a database specific statement may be generated 

which is operational within a different type of database system. 

1 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting software and computer components that allow . 

database statements to be automatically converted so that they may be used in a different type of 

database system; 

5 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an example where the textualization process 

uses a tree to represent a database statement; 

FIGS. 3-5 are block diagrams illustrating object-oriented approaches to creating 

disparate SQL text for third party data access; 

FIG. 6 is a tabular representation depicting phrase component examples; 

10 FIG. 7 is a tabular representation depicting identifier component examples; 

FIG. 8 is a tabular representation depicting an example of component processing 

using SELECT and UPDATE commands; 

FIG. 9 is a tabular representation listing exemplary expression components. 

FIG. 10 is a process flow diagram showing exemplary processing of SQL 

15 statements; 

FIG. 11 is a process flow diagram showing processing of an example query 

statement; 

FIG. 12 is a tabular representation illustrating several exemplary components that 

may be involved in processing an SQL SELECT statement; 

20 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating use of an additional component that may 

be used in conjunction with overrides to standard components; 

FIGS. 14 and 15 are listings of computer instructions to illustrate textualization 

examples involving different types of database systems; 

2 
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FIG. 16 is a tabular representation showing an optional naming convention for 

parent components; 

FIGS. 17 and 18 are block diagrams depicting software and computer components 

that convert database statements from a native system to application programming interfaces 

5 (APIs) for use in one or more third party systems; and 

FIG. 19 is block diagram illustrating different override capabilities for 

component objects. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

10 FIG. 1 depicts a computer-implemented system 30 that allows database 

statements 32 to be automatically converted from one database platform format to another. 

Through their conversion, database statements 32 executable within one system 40 may be 

utilized in one or more different types of database systems (42, 44, 46). This provides, among 

other things, the ability to transparently manipulate data from virtually any database system. 

15 Within the system 30, a textualization process 50 addresses the complexity of 

translating a native database statement 32 dialect into a variety of third party database dialects 

(34, 36, 38) by allowing the common parts of the default syntax of functionality to be shared 

between a native database and a third party database. The textualization process 50 utilizes 

database specific textualizations 52 to translate the common parts to the third party database 

20 dialect. 

For example, if a native database system 40 uses an outer join syntax to be 

specified in an SQL query statement 32 that is different from what a third party database system 

42 uses, then the textualization process 50 creates based upon the specific textualizations 52 a 

3 
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processed SQL command 34 for the third party database system 42 that employs the third party's 

outer join syntax. The processed SQL command 34 is then able to be executed within the third 

party database system 42. As another example, a native database system 40 and a third party 

database system 42 may both support a function that performs an identical operation but differs 

5 in name and/or format. Using the specific textualizations 52, the textualization process 50 

translates the SQL statement 32 having the function in the native format into an SQL statement 

34 having the function in the third party's format. It should be understood that the terms 

"native" and "third party" are relative terms in that what is a native database system for one 

company may be a third party database system for another company. Accordingly, the terms 

10 "native" and "third party" database systems may be generalized to a first type of database system 

that generates a database statement that is processed by the textualization process 50 and 

provided to a different type of database system. It should be further understood that different 

types of databases refer to database systems that contain differences in their respective database 

statement format and/or syntax, such as utilizing a different superset of an ANSI database 

15 statement standard. 

The textualization system 30 is highly flexible in that a third party database 

system 42 may utilize the textualization process 50 to convert and send database commands to 

the native database system 40. It is also noted that a native database system 40 may send 

database statements 32 to other third party database systems (44 and 46). The textualization 

20 system 30 contains textualization information and/or operations 52 that are specific to each of the 

third party database systems (42, 44, 46). The textualization system 30 has the flexibility of 

providing an SQL statement 32 from the native database system 40 to a single third party 
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database system 42, or may provide the same native SQL statement 32 to multiple third party 

database systems (42, 44, 46) substantially concurrently or serially. 

FIG. 2 shows an example where an SQL tree 60 is used by the textualization 

process 50 to process an SQL statement 32. The SQL tree 60 represents the syntax of a native 

5 database's SQL statement 32 and its related metadata (e.g., table names, column names, etc.). 

The tree 60 may contain a hierarchical arrangement of nodes representative of the SQL syntax 

and metadata to be processed. If for example the SQL statement 32 specified that the values 

from two different columns are to be concatenated, then the SQL tree 60 would contain a node 

that specifies that a concatenation operation is to be performed. 

10 The textualization process 50 compartmentalizes an SQL statement 32 into logical 

text pieces or components which are initially provided based on a default SQL dialect. The 

logical text pieces are represented in the SQL tree 60. Any of these text pieces can be overridden 

by a third party SQL provider that utilizes a different SQL dialect than the default, hence 

allowing for granular customization and code reuse. As an illustration, a database system from 

15 SAS Institute Inc. has an SQL language which has differences from other vendor's SQL. The 

textualization process 50 allows a SAS SQL statement to be converted into a third party vendor-

specific SQL in order to successfully submit a table request to the third party's relational 

database system (RDBMS). This is accomplished by representing the SAS SQL statement as an 

SQL tree 60. The SQL tree 60 is passed to the textualization process 50 to convert the tree 60 

20 into the text of the third party vendor-specific SQL query, taking into account any DBMS-

specific SQL. The textualization operation happens in this example just prior to the call to a 

prepare() or executeDirect() routine. These standardized routines then pass the SQL query to an 

RDBMS in the form of text. It is noted that in an SQL-centric table services model, an SQL 
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query typically gets passed to either the prepare() or executeDirect() routines (depending on 

context). A call to either of these routines, therefore, constitutes a request to an RDBMS. 

An application or program that operates within a native database system may wish 

to access data in a remote third party database system under such situations as when the 

5 application is a data mining application that needs data from the third party system for operations 

to be performed within the data mining application. Other application examples include requests 

for metadata that are stored in a different type of database system. It should be understood that 

any system that uses SQL or a similar type of database technique may utilize the textualization 

system. 

10 The textualization system may be implemented in many ways and through 

different types of programming languages. FIG. 3 illustrates an object-oriented approach 100 to 

creating disparate SQL text for third party data access. The object-oriented approach 100 

contains SQL component objects 102 where each component corresponds to a logical "piece" 

104 of an SQL statement (as may be found in an SQL tree). An SQL component defaults to a 

15 provided base or default native SQL text method 106. However, when there are third party-

specific differences for a particular component, then the component utilizes the third party 

specific textualization method(s) 108 to handle the differences. 

As shown in FIG. 4, when there are third party-specific differences for a 

particular component, a driver object 110 is responsible for creating an ''override" 112 to the 

20 default method 106. The driver object 110 specifies to a component object 102 when a 

component object 102 is to point to specific textualization method 112 instead of its base 

textualization methods. Optionally, only the driver 110 knows about its datasource-specific SQL 

syntax 112. 
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In order to textualize for multiple different types of database systems, different 

drivers (110, 112) are associated with different third party platforms. For example, a first driver 

object 110 might point a component object 102 to use an "override" 108 to the default method 

106 so that the component object 102 may textualize an SQL statement that can he used within a 

5 Sybase datasource system. A second driver object 114 might point the component object 102 to 

use an "override" 116 to the default method 106 so that the component object 102 may textualize 

an SQL statement that can be used within an Oracle datasource system. 

The net effect of this object-oriented mechanism 100 is a driver-customized set of 

components where the driver need only supply an override method when a specific SQL 

10 construct differs from the default SAS SQL syntax. This design maximizes code reusability 

while pushing any DBMS-specific SQL text processing down to the driver, thereby distributing 

functionality more equitably. 

With reference to FIG. 5, components may be assigned to handle different pieces 

of the native SQL statement. The different components may be: phrase components 120; 

15 identifier components 122; and expression components 124. Phrase components 120 handle 

textualization of SQL statement clauses or phrases, such as WHERE clauses or FROM clauses 

found in SQL select statements. To understand phrase components 120, the following 

exemplary SQL query statement is dissected: 

select a.empid, b.sal from emp a, hr b where b.hdat > '01 jan1998'd order by b.sal; 

20 At the highest level we can think of this query as a group of ordered phrases (140, 

142, 144, 146) as shown in FIG. 6. Phrase 140 of the query is a SELECT phrase; phrase 142 is a 

FROM phrase; phrase 144 is a WHERE phrase; and phrase 146 is an ORDER BY phrase. These 

phrases (140, 142, 144, 146) provide the high-level context for the query. Each phrase is 
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represented and processed by a component object (150, 152, 154, 156) whose default text 

method can be overridden by a driver at this "high level". The phrase components (150, 152, 

154, 156) textualize large pieces of a query that correspond to high-level SQL operations, e.g., 

FROM clauses, WHERE clauses, ORDER BY clauses, etc. 

5 Typically, a driver would not have to override phrase component methods 

because the general syntactical layout of phrases tends to be relatively standard across 

RDBMSs. However, exceptions may exist, such as those involving RDBMSs that support non-

standard outer joins. In addition, some ERP (enterprise resource planning) systems may have the 

need for phrase overrides since their "SQL" tends to be proprietary and very non-standard. 

10 Identifier components are next discussed in reference to FIG. 7 using the query 

example above. We can further break down the phrases as collections of low-level "physical" 

entities. These low-level "entities" can be thought of as identifiers because they represent a real 

physical entity in an SQL query. Fully qualified table names, column names, literals, and aliases 

fall into this category of components. As shown in FIG. 7, the identifier component 

15 GenColName 160 textualizes the column names a.empid 162 and b.sal 164 within the SELECT 

phrase; the identifier component GenTableName 170 textualizes the table names emp 172 and hr 

174 within the FROM phrase; the identifier component GenAlias textualizes the aliases a 182 

and b 184 within the FROM phrase. It is noted that aliases are a unique class of identifiers in 

that they are only valid in GenSclectList and GenFrom (and typically not allowed in filter 

20 clauses). The identifier component GenColName 190 textualizes the column name b.hdat 192 

within the WHERE phrase; the identifier component GenDateValue 200 textualizes the date 

value 202 within the WHERE phrase; the identifier component GenColName 210 textualizes the 

column name b.sal 212 within the ORDER BY phrase. 
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Components may use overrides to handle third party identifier differences, such as 

differences with respect to the date literal components. As another example, drivers may be used 

for several third party datasources to provide overrides for numeric literal components. 

Expression components are discussed next. So far we have seen components that 

5 operate on high-level SQL phrases and low-level physical identifiers. The SQL "entities" in the 

query example above have, thus far, been limited to column names, table names, and literals --

all of which are physical entities. It should be noted, however, that the SQL syntax allows for 

much greater complexity in its entities -- all or a portion of which the textualization system may 

handle. An SQL "entity" can be: 

10 • a physical column 

• a derived column 

• a literal 

• a physical table 

• a subquery 

15 • a stored procedure 

• a function 

To further illustrate the breadth of SQL statements that the textualization system may handle, the 

following queries that conform to ANSI syntax are shown: 

• select x + 1 from a; 

20 • select x + 1 as xl from a; 

• select max(a), (select x from b), x from (select * from emp where empid > 10) as 

subemp where 2; 

• select 'torn' as brian from emp where (cmpid + 1) > 100; 
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• select min(sal+20000) from emp where (select dept from emp) = 'SALES'; 

In order to efficiently process such SQL syntaxes and entities, expression components are used 

as a more abstract type of component. Optionally, expression components provide a common 

entry point into all forms of an SQL entity and to this end, SQL entities in a query are initially 

5 processed as expressions. (Note that aliases may be an exception since they are only valid within 

the GenSelectList and GenFrom phrase components as described later irrreference to FIG. 11). 

A generic expression component, GenExpression, may be used which is the "catch-all" 

expression method through which SQL entities are initially processed. At the point where the 

GenExpression component is called, the SQL entity can be an identifier (e.g., column, table, 

10 literal) or it can be another, more granular expression that has more context than the generic 

GenExpression. Such "granular" expressions processed by GenExpression are SQL functions, 

compound expressions, third party (or native) functions (e.g., SAS functions), and SQL 

commands. Function expressions treat each function argument as a generic expression (since 

arguments can typically be any form of SQL entity). A compound expression includes an SQL 

15 keyword or operator combined with one or more other expressions, i.e., "empid is null", "a +11", 

IN clauses. It is noted that if an SQL is used, then the tree node type representing the keyword or 

operator may identify an expression as compound. Phrase components correspond to the 

clauses (or phrases) of a command and may be processed in an order of precedence. 

An example of component processing is shown in FIG. 8 using SELECT and 

20 UPDATE commands. Two SQL commands are shown in column 250 -- a SELECT command 

and an UPDATE command. Column 252 lists that the command expression component 

GenQuery is used to determine what command phrase components are needed to textualize the 

SELECT command. Column 254 lists the order in which the phrases are processed, and column 
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256 lists the command phrase components that deal with a command phrase. As an illustration, 

the select list command phrase is textualized by its corresponding phrase component 

GenSelectList. 

The expression components discussed so far are conveniently categorized in FIG. 

5 9. Column 300 denotes the expression components which operate upon their respective 

expression types shown in column 302. Column 304 shows an example of the expression types 

listed in column 302. However, it should be noted that command expressions can be extended to 

include other SQL statements. 

FIG. 10 shows at 350 an exemplary component operational flow for processing 

10 input SQL statements. SQL entities are initially treated as generic expressions which are 

processed by the GenExpression expression component 352. The text method pointed to by the 

GenExpression component 352 calls identifier components 360 or more granular expression 

components (354, 356, 358) depending on what the SQL entity is. Block 368 illustrates several 

identifier components that could be invoked, such as the GenDateValue component which 

15 textualizes date values or the GenTableName component which textualizes table names. 

The granular expression components (354, 356, 358) have more context than 

GenExpression 352, that is, they represent a specific type of expression like a compound 

expression 354, function expression 356, or command expression 358. Block 362 illustrates 

several compound situations where the GenCompoundExpr component would be used, such as 

20 to handle a concatenation operation "AIIB" or an addition operation "X+1". Block 364 illustrates 

several function expression components that could be compound situations where the 

GenCompoundExpr component would be used, such as to handle a concatenation operation 

"AllB" or an addition operation "X+1". Block 366 illustrates several command expression 
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components, such as a SELECT or UPDATE command expression. Because commands contain 

phrases, command expression components 358 invoke phrase components 370 to textualize 

phrases as shown in block 372. 

Similar to GenExpression 352, granular expression components (354, 356, 358) 

5 also call identifier components 360 and other expression components, but within a more specific 

context. For example, the GenSASFunction component and the GenSQLFunction component 

(shown in block 364) have the context to know the type of function and how many arguments to 

process. They then call the GenExpression component 352 for each function argument. 

To further illustrate the exemplary component operational flow, the example 

10 query described above is used and is as follows: 

select a.empid, b.sal from emp a, hr b where b.hdat > '01jan1998'd order by b.sal; 

We can see that at the highest level the entire query is a command expression that 

will be processed by the GenQuery expression component 358 shown in FIG. 10. Since 

GenQuery is itself an expression (as are all SQL commands), GenExpression 352 is the entry 

15 point into the text component system. It should be understood that the system may have different 

entry points, such as an entry point where the converted tree calls directly other component 

objects or the entry point is to a program that checks the syntax of the input SQL command with 

respect to the native database system's query language format. 

After the driver loads the software appendage, exports its overrides, and does 

20 setup operations, it calls GenExpression 352 once to produce the entire SQL text from a provided 

SQL tree. In this example, this is true for all SQL commands, and all driver-provided overrides 

automatically get applied as needed because components utilize a common call interface. 
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Drivers may also be free to perform setup operations. It should be noted that a query may also 

appear as an SQL entity within a query (referred to as a subquery or inline view), so GenQuery 

358 may be called multiple times. 

FIG. 11 shows in greater detail the order in which different components are 

5 invoked in processing the example query. The driver calls GenExpression 380 to textualize the 

query. GenExpression 380 calls GenQuery 390 to process the SELECT statement. GenQuery 

390 then calls the following phrase components: GenSelectList 400A; GenFrom 404A; 

GenWhere 410A; GenOrderBy 420A. The phrase components (400A, 404A, 410A, 420A) call 

GenExpression (401, 405, 411, 421) which, in turn, calls the appropriate identifier/expression 

10 components: GenExpression 401 calls GenColName 402A; GenExpression 405 calls 

GenTableName 406A; GenExpression 411 calls GenCompoundExpr 412A which calls 

GenColName 414A, and GenColName 414A calls GenDateValue 416A; GenExpression 421 

calls GenColName 422A. Note that GenFrom 404A calls GenAlias 408A directly (because 

aliases are only valid for select list items and result sets). As illustrated in FIG. 11, recursion is 

15 used as a mechanism of textualization. 

The following table lists what statement portions are textualized by which 

components (shown in FIG. 11): 
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COMPONENT STATEMENT PIECE 

GenSclectList 400A select 400B 

GenColName 402A a.empid 402B 

b.sal 402C 

GenFrom 404A from 404B , 

GenTableName 406A emp 406B 

hr 406C 

GenAlias 408A a 408B 

b 408C 

GenWhere 410A where 410B 

GenCompoundExpr 412A (...) 412B and 412C 

GenColName 414A b.hdat 414B 

GenDateValue 416A `01jan98'd 416B 

GenOrderBy 420A order by 420B 

GenColName 422A b.sal 422B 

A driver may have no need to override either GenExpression 380 or GenQuery 

390 because they are both high-level expression components that utilize components common to 

5 all standard SQL implementations. 

It is noted that GenSASFunction and GenSQLFunction components are much 

more driver-specific. Most third party drivers will need overrides to GenSASFunction since any 

SAS function would require a driver replacement function for a successful prepare. 
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GenSQLFunction processes SQL-defined functions. This includes the standard aggregate 

functions along with any other SQL-defined functions (e.g., COALESCE, any new SQL-99 

functions, etc.). Some drivers may need an override to GenSQLFunction. 

Some drivers will also need overrides to GenCompoundExpr as well. Consider 

5 the case where a driver does not support "a II b" but instead supports "concat(a,b)". Or the driver 

may not support a default operator -- for example, Sybase uses '+' instead of 'II' for a 

concatenation operator). Driver overrides will be required for such cases. 

FIG. 12 provides an exemplary component listing of different phrase components 

450, expression components 452, and identifier components 454 that a textualization system 

10 might wish to use for a select SQL statement. It should be understood that this list may be 

extended for non-SELECT components. 

While examples have been used to disclose the invention, including the best 

mode, and also to enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the invention, the 

patentable scope of the invention is defined by the claims, and may include other examples that 

15 occur to those skilled in the art. For example, different component objects may be used instead 

of or in addition to the above-listed component objects. As an illustration and with reference to 

FIG. 13, a "parent" component type 470 may be used in conjunction with overrides to other 

components. A "parent" component 470 is a static component that always points to a specific 

default method and is called from a corresponding override method when necessary. That is, 

20 when a driver exports an override to a given method, the parent component 470 gives the driver a 

mechanism to call back to the overridden default method. This may be used when an override 

method wishes to call back into the corresponding default (or parent) method to do the work 
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when an override method does not require driver-specific processing for all cases of that 

method. 

To illustrate this point, consider the concatenation situation in the 

GenCompoundExpr component. Suppose a driver does not support the default "a II b" construct 

5 but instead requires ''concat(a,b)" or "a + b". Suppose further that concatenation is the only 

compound expression that differs from the default (given the assumption that there are many 

types of compound expressions). Although the driver will write an override to 

GenCompoundExpr to handle concatenation, the driver should not have to code for the other 

compound expression types since the default method already does that. Calling the parent 

10 method from the driver's GenCompoundExpr accomplishes this. The Sybase database system has 

this concatenation difference. 

A driver for the Sybase database system may handle the concatenation override in 

a manner shown in FIG. 14. If it is determined at 500 that an SQL tree node is a concatenation 

node that requires Sybase-specific textualization, then code is executed at 510 to textualize the 

15 Sybase-specific concatenation. If it is not a node that requires special textualization, then the 

parent component of the GenCompoundExpr component is executed at 520. 

As another example involving parent components, the handling of outer joins is 

described. Some RDBMSs do not support standard outer join syntax in their older versions. 

Oracle presently is one of these RDBMSs. A driver for such an Oracle database system provides 

20 overrides to GenFrom and GenWhere to allow for these syntactical differences. With reference 

to FIG. 15, the GenWhere component 550 would be required at 560 to put '(+)' outer join 

operators on WHERE conditions. Suppose the query only references INNER joins or we are 
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dealing with a newer version of Oracle that does support standard outer join syntax. The default 

GenWhere may be used at 570 for those cases. 

From the above examples we can see how the parent components are named with 

respect to the standard components. Optionally, a parent component has the same name as its 

5 corresponding standard component but prefixed with the term "Parent", and standard 

components have a corresponding parent as shown in FIG. 16. 

We can now see how the parent components allow the drivers to be very granular 

in how they implement their override methods. Using this override mechanism combined with 

parent components, a driver may write just those cases of a method that differ from the default. 

10 Such a design maximizes code reuse. However, it should be noted that less optimal 

implementations may be used and still achieve advantages of the textualization system. As 

another example of the applicability and extensions of the textualization system, the 

textualization system may be applied to database system dialects other than SQL. As yet another 

example of the many applications and extensions of the system, the textualization system has 

15 general applicability to third party data store systems which are SQL-based. Such drivers can 

access RDBMSs as well as ERP systems and other such systems. 

As yet another example of the wide variation of the textualization system, a 

textualization process 602 may textualize an input SQL statement 32 (which is formatted in a 

particular native database query format) as one or a set of application programming interface 

20 (API) calls 604. The API calls 604 are textualized so as to be compatible and directly executable 

within another database system 606 that utilizes API calls to perform database operations. It 

should be understood that the textualized API calls 604 may need to be compiled into machine 

code for execution within the second database system. The textualization process 602 accesses 
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API specific textualizations 600 to translate the input SQL statement 32 to third party API 

call(s). As shown at 608, API calls may be textualized for a database system 42 which can also 

execute textualized third party formatted SQL statements 34. 

FIG. 18 illustrates a different variation wherein API calls 634 are not textualized. 

5 Rather, preexisting API calling routines 630 derive their calling parameters from the input SQL 

statement 32 and then make API calls 634 directly to a third party database system 636. SQL 

metadata 632 (such as may be found in the previously described SQL tree 60 of FIG. 2) may be 

used by the routines 630 to provide the parameters of the API calls 634. It is noted that the 

flexibility of the system is further shown in that SQL metadata 632 used by the routines 630 may 

10 also be used by the textualization process 602 in textualizing statements for other database 

systems. It should be understood that API calls may he made to database systems that can also 

receive textualized database statements. 

While not required, the textualization of API calls or the program call creation 

may employ the object-oriented technique described above. For example based upon the type of 

15 input SQL statement, the proper textualization components may be invoked in order to access the 

API textualization specific data. As another illustration and as shown in FIG. 19, the output 

from the components 102 may not be textualized database statements or textualized API calls. 

Instead, the components 102 may contain an override mechanism 640 wherein the components' 

output may be API calls to a third party database system. 

20 It should be understood that the system disclosed herein is not limited to database 

systems that utilize APIs but includes database systems that can handle in general program calls 

that instruct database systems to access data contained within the database systems. Also, the 
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providing of textualized database statements or API calls to third party database systems may be 

across one or more network connections in order to access the third party database systems. 

19 
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IT IS CLAIMED AS THE INVENTION: 

1. A computer-implemented method for handling a database statement from a first database 

system, comprising the steps of: 

5 receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

format; 

accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language 

difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from 

10 the first database system's query language format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within a second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format. 

15 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the database statement difference specifies at least a portion 

of a statement format that is compatible with the second database system's query language 

format and that is incompatible with the first database system's query language format. 

20 3. The method of claim 1 wherein object-oriented techniques are used to access the database 

language difference data. 
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4. The method of claim 3 wherein the object-oriented techniques contain SQL component 

objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of an SQL statement. 

5 

10 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical piece. 

6. The method of claim 4 wherein a logical piece is an identifier logical piece. 

7. The method of claim 4 wherein an SQL component object defaults to a default native SQL 

textualization method for use in generating the second database statement. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein an SQL component object comprises an override to account 

for differences between the first and second database systems' query language formats. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects comprise phrase component object 

15 means. 

10. The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects comprise identifier component 

object means. 

20 11. The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects comprise expression component 

object means. 
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12. The method of claim 8 wherein SQL component objects comprise parent component object 

means. 

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

5 identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and the second database system's 

query language format; and 

generating the second database statement based upon the identified common 

query language parts. 

10 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the language parts are common based upon a 

predetermined standardized query language format. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the standardized query language format is based upon a 

15 standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

16. The method of claim 1 wherein the database language difference data facilitates the 

generation of the second database statement by specifying common language parts between the 

first and second database system's language formats. 

20 

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the language parts are common based upon a 

predetermined standardized query language format. 
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18. The method of claim 17 wherein the standardized query language format is based upon a 

standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

19. The method of claim 1 wherein the second database system is a different type of database 

5 system than the first database system. 

20. The method of claim 1 wherein generating the second database statement provides the 

ability to manipulate data within the second database system from the first database system. 

10 21. The method of claim I wherein generating automatically the second database statement 

provides the ability to transparently manipulate data within the second database system from the 

first database system. 

22. The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database statement is provided to the 

15 second database system for execution by the second database system. 

23. The method of claim 1 wherein the generated second database statement is in a format such 

that the second database statement is directly executable by the second database system. 

20 24. The method of claim 1 wherein the second database statement is a functional equivalent of 

the first database statement but for differences between the first and second database systems' 

query language formats. 
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25. The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems' query language 

formats are based upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

26. The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems' query language 

5 formats are based upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

27. The method of claim 26 wherein the first database system's query language format utilizes a 

superset of the SQL standard. 

10 28. The method of claim 26 wherein the second database system's query language format 

utilizes a superset of the SQL standard. 

29. The method of claim I wherein the first and second database systems' query language 

formats specify different formats for a preselected query-related function, wherein the first 

15 database statement is formatted in the first database system's query language format to perform 

the query-related function, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the database 

difference data so as to be formatted in the second database system's query language format, 

wherein the generated second database statement is executable within the second database 

20 system so as to perform the query-related function within the second database system. 
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30. The method of claim 1 wherein an SQL tree is used to generate the second database 

statement, wherein the SQL tree contains data that represents the syntax of the first database 

statement. 

5 31. The method of claim 30 wherein the SQL tree contains metadata related to the first database 

statement. 

32. The method of claim 31 wherein the first database statement is parsed into logical text pieces 

which are stored in the SQL tree. 

10 

33. The method of claim 32 wherein the second database statement takes into account any 

second database system-specific query language syntax. 

34. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of: 

15 generating a third database statement for use within a third database system, 

wherein the third database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the third database statement is 

compatible with the third database system's query language format. 

20 35. The method of claim 34 further comprising the step of: 

generating a fourth database statement for use within a fourth database system, 

wherein the fourth database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 
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upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the fourth database statement is 

compatible with the fourth database system's query language format. 

36. The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems are relational database 

5 management systems. 

37. The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises a data mining 

application. 

10 38. The method of claim 37 wherein the second database system comprises a relational database 

management system. 

39. The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises a relational database 

management system. 

15 

40. The method of claim 39 wherein the second database system comprises a data mining 

application. 

41. The method of claim 1 wherein the first database system comprises an enterprise resource 

20 planning system. 

42. The method of claim 41 wherein the second database system comprises an enterprise 

resource planning system. 
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43. The method of claim 1 wherein the first and second database systems' query language 

format includes format specifications for insert, select, update, and delete database commands. 

5 44. Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the computer software comprising 

program code for carrying out a method according to claim 1. 

45. A computer-implemented apparatus for handling a first database query that is formatted in a 

first query format and is executable by a first database system, comprising: 

10 tree-structured data that is representative of syntax and metadata of the first 

database query; 

a data structure for storing query specific data that indicates at least one query 

language difference from the first query format, wherein the query language difference is a query 

syntax difference; and 

15 a textualization module having a data access connection to the tree-structured data 

and the data structure, wherein the textualization module generates a database specific query 

based upon the tree-structured data and the query specific data, wherein the database specific 

query accounts for the difference from the first query format so that the database specific query 

may be executed by a different type of database system. 
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46. A computer-implemented method for handling a database statement from a first database 

system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

5 format; 

identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that are common 

between the first database system's query language format and a second database system's query 

language format; and 

generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

10 wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the identified common query 

language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is compatible with the second 

database system's query language format. 

47. The method of claim 46 wherein the language parts are determined to be common based 

15 upon a predetermined standardized query language format. 

48. The method of claim 47 wherein the standardized query language format is based upon a 

standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 
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49. A computer-implemented apparatus for handling a database statement from a first database 

system, comprising: 

means for receiving a first database statement from the first database system, 

wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the-first database system's query 

5 language format; 

means for identifying, for the first database statement, query language parts that 

are common between the first database system's query language format and a second database 

system's query language format; and 

means for generating a second database statement for use within the second 

10 database system, wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the identified 

common query language parts, wherein the generated second database statement is compatible 

with the second database system's query language format. 

50. A computer-implemented method for handling a database statement from a first database 

15 system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

format; 

accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the program call 

20 textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data contained in a 

second database system; and 

generating a program call for use within the second database system, wherein the 

program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the program call 
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textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is compatible 

with the second database system. 

51. The method of claim 50 wherein the program call textualization specific data is used to 

5 generate application program interface (API) calls from the first database statement. 

52. The method of claim 50 wherein object-oriented techniques are used to access the program 

call textualization specific data. 

10 53. The method of claim 52 wherein the object-oriented techniques contain SQL component 

objects, wherein a component object corresponds to a logical piece of an SQL statement. 

54. The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is a phrase logical piece. 

15 55. The method of claim 53 wherein a logical piece is an identifier logical piece. 

56. The method of claim 50 wherein the first database system's query language format is based 

upon a standardized structured query language (SQL) version. 

20 57. The method of claim 50 further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language 

difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format; and 
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generating a second database statement for use within the second database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format. 

5 

58. The method of claim 50 further comprising the steps of: 

accessing database language difference data, wherein the database language 

difference data indicates a format that contains at least one database statement difference from 

the first database system's query language format; and 

10 generating a second database statement for use within a third database system, 

wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the third database system's query language format. 

15 59. Computer software stored on a computer readable media, the computer software comprising 

program code for carrying out a method according to claim 50. 

60. A computer-implemented apparatus for handling a database statement from a first database 

system, comprising the steps of: 

20 means for receiving a first database statement from the first database system, 

wherein the first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query 

language format; 
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means for accessing program call textualization specific data, wherein the 

program call textualization specific data indicates formatting of a program call to access data 

contained in a second database system; and 

means for generating a program call for use within the second database system, 

5 wherein the program call is generated based upon the first database statement and upon the 

program call textualization specific data, wherein the generated program call is in a format that is 

compatible with the second database system. 

61. A computer-implemented method for handling a database statement from a first database 

10 system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a first database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

first database statement is formatted according to the first database system's query language 

format; 

parsing the first database statement to obtain first query metadata of the first 

15 database statement; 

using the obtained first query metadata to access database language difference 

data, wherein the database language difference data indicates a format that contains at least one 

database statement difference from the first database system's query language format; 

generating a second database statement for use within a second database system, 

20 wherein the second database statement is generated based upon the first database statement and 

upon the accessed database language difference data, wherein the second database statement is 

compatible with the second database system's query language format; 
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receiving another database statement from the first database system, wherein the 

additional database statement from the first database system is formatted according to the first 

database system's query language format; 

parsing the additional database statement to obtain second query metadata of the 

5 additional database statement; 

using the second query metadata to generate a program call to a third database 

system which utilizes a different query language format than the first database system; and 

issuing the program call to the third database system to access data contained in 

the third database system. 

10 

62. The method of claim 61 further comprising the steps of: 

using object-oriented component means for generating database access 

instructions to the second database system; 

wherein an override exists that indicates for the object-oriented component means 

15 to use the first query metadata to generate a program call to the second database system; and 

issuing the program call to the second database system to access data contained in 

the second database system, 

wherein if the override did not exist, then the object-oriented component means 

textualizes a database statement based upon the first query metadata and which is executable 

20 within the second database system. 
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Computer-Implemented System And Method For Handling Database Statements 

ABSTRACT 

A computer-implemented system and method for handling a database statement 

from a first database system. The database statement is formatted according to a language 

format used by the first database system. Database language difference data is accessed so that a 

5 database specific statement may be generated which is operational within a different type of 

database system. 
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DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY 

(Sole Inventor) 

I, Frederick J. Levine, hereby declare that I am a citizen of the United States of America and 
a resident of 1302 Vickers Avenue, Durham, NC 27707; that I have reviewed and understand the 
content of the attached specification, including the claims (Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue Docket No. 
343355-600054), and I believe that I am the original, first, and sole inventor of the subject matter 
which is claimed therein and for which a patent is sought on the invention or discovery entitled 

COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR HANDLING DATABASE STATEMENTS 

and that I acknowledge my duty to disclose information of which I am aware which is 
material to the examination or patentability of this application, in accordance with Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a). 

I hereby designate the following as my mailing address and telephone number: 

John V. Biernacki 
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue 

North Point 
901 Lakeside Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
(216) 586-3939 

and appoint each of the following as my attorneys with full power of substitution and 
revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark 
Office connected therewith: 

Kenneth R. Adamo, Registration No. 27,299; Barbara Arndt, Registration No. 37,768; John 
V. Biernacki, Registration No. 40,511; David B. Cochran, Registration No. 39,142; Regan J. 
Fay, Registration No. 26,878; F. Drexel Feeling; Registration No. 40,602; Calvin P. Griffith, 
Registration No. 34,831; Warren M. Haines, Registration No. 40,632; David M. Maiorana, 
Registration No. 41,449; Shawn A. McClintic, Registration No. 45, 856; Timothy J. 
O'Hearn, Registration No. 31,552; Stephen D. Scanlon, Registration No. 32,755; Jenny L. 
Sheaffer, Registration No. 45,099; H. Duane Switzer, Registration No. 22,431; Michael W. 
Vary, Registration No. 30,811; and James L. Wamsley, 111, Registration No. 31,578; Paul E. 
Franz, Registration No. 45,910 

all having the above designated address. 

I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all 
statements made herein on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these 
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 
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punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 
Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any 
patent issuing thereon. 

W-IVFR DE RICK J. L 
Date  1 —9-

Post Office Address: 1302 Vickers Avenue 

Durham, NC 27707 
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